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In 1827 a landslip occurred in Sandgate extending from the Church at the foot
of the Undercliff to the Eastern end of Encorbe house. This area was later drained.
In 1893 another landslip occurred extending from the eastern end of the

Coastguard Cottages to the Military HOSpital behind Helena House. In this slip 68
houses were damaged, 2h beyond repair. The land dropped ten feet in places with
chasms 3 to 6 feet wide. It occurred at low water of Spring tides after heavy rain.
Photographs in Public Library.
The Local Authority, Sandgate Local Board of Health, on.the advice of the Local
Government Board in London, called in Baldwin Latham, engineer, of London. He
advocated a deep "ain along the lines of the main fault of the slip. Its purpose
was to protect all the houses in the area. Sewer laying was suspended until the
drain was complete.
The slip occurred on 4th March. On 24th March the Clerk to the Local Board
wrote the Local Government Board mentioning an Act of Parliament as one means amongst
several of paying for the drain. On 26th April the Local Board resolved to ask the
Sandgate Landslip Relief FUnd committee to contribute towards the cost of the d min,
to "make Sandgate safe for the future". Latham's Report received on the same day.
Letters to a London neWSpaper announcing the Opening of the appeal fund dated
6th and 9th March say it is for the relief of the distress of the inhabitants and
make no mention of the drain. When Latham was engaged the Local Board had every
intention of carrying out any remedial work he might advise as a normal public Work
to be paid for and maintained out of the rates.
The Relief Fund agreed to meet the whole cost of the drain, at a meeting on
19th May. On 24th May, the fUnd totalled £8400. The final total of the fund was
£8741 and of this sum £5286 Was paid out in "Grants to Sufferers“.
include the sum contributed towards the drain, £2450.

This does not

Latham's Report is addressed to the Sandgate Local Board of Health.

The

Specification makes the contractor responsible only to them. The final accounts
the Relief Fund report the drain as satisfactory to them and to the engineer and
make no mention of being satisfactory to the Relief Fund. There is no report of "’
Relief Fund Committee inspecting the drain. The Appeal Fund was NOT launched to
raise funds to pay for the drain.
The Local Board failed to take powers to maintain the larger part of the drain
which was laid across the lands of small private owners. That is, they gave it
away. They had no power to do so. It has not been maintained.
Folkestone Corporation, Who as successors to Sandgate Urban District Council
hold both Local Board and UkD.C. Minutes, state that the two volumes covering the

1893/94 period are missing.
Substantial movement took place in and around Encombe House between 1931 and
1958 and was duly recorded in Halcrow's 1959 report.

In 1960 and in 1962 outline

planning permissions were granted in respect of the Encombe estate without stipulation
of precautions against earth movement. Later in 1962 Soil Mechanics Specialists
Reports were stipulated and permission was made conditional on
"any recommendation of the specialists being undertaken as part of the

approved scheme of development".
The report accepted by Folkestone Corporation in satisfaction of these stipulations
was Halcrow's report of 26th April, 1960, two years before, and prepared neither for
the developers nor for the Corporation but at Dr. Leader's request. This report made
two recommendations:—

/(1)...

_ 2 _

(1) that “...it would be unwise to build on or close to any of the lines of
the 1893 landslip".
Halcrow's report of 1967 shows that the Corporation have allowed five houses to be
built over such lines.
(2) "Should any increase in the rate of ground movements be noted...this
office should be consulted".
When therefore after the movement of October, 1966 the Corporation became alarmed at
the clear evidence of continuing increased ground movement they should have made the
developers consult Halcrows at the developers' expense instead of calling them in
themselves at the ratepayers' expense, as they did in July, 1967. Ftrther, had the
planning permission been properly worded, the develOpers would have had to pay for
the three bore holes, the cost of which has been thrown by the Corporation on the
ratepayers AND the £35,000 drain, some part of the cost of which the Corporation now
seek to pass off onto householders.
The 1960 report amounted to only 2% pages but in that small compass contained
eight references to the 1895 landslip or its effects and six references to Halcrow's

report of 1959.

It was clearly quite unsuitable as a basis for a £200,000 develOpment

in a dangerous area and the Corporation should have insisted on seeing the 1959 report

or, more wisely, demanded an up to date report. The Borough Engineer stated in
December, 1967 that he had not got a copy of the 1959 report and expressed interest
when shown extracts from it. As stated above, it contained a list of incidents
proving recent earth movement. It also stated that underground erosion was the main
cause of recent disturbances. Folkestone Corporation allowed 8000 tons of earth to
be dumped over the drain put in by the Local Autority in 1893 to stop just such
erosion° Did Halcrow’s authorise the use of the 1960 report and confirm that it res
suitable for the purpose to which the Corporation put it?
In February, 1969 the
Corporation refused to supply a copy to a householder on Encombe whose house was
cracking, moving and tilting on the grounds that it was "confidential".
Engineers all agree that in this type of unstable ground, common around the Kent
coast, the aim should be to reduce weight at the back of the slip and increase the
weight on the toe. At Encembe 8000 tons was taken off the sites above the Esplanade,
near the toe, and dumped in the old water Garden at the back of the slip over two
branches of the Sandgate U.D.Co drain. The Sandgate Society's research has shown a
clear link botWecn low tides and landslips especially if the ground is very wet. On
the first occasion on which abnormal rainfall coincided with very low tides, in late
October, 1966, the present movement began.
In July, 1967 the Corporation asked Halcrows to report on ground movement in the
Sandgate area. Halcrows issued a preliminary report on 9th October and in December
the Corporation resolved that owners affected should be notified and the report made
available to persons interested.
Owners affected were NOT notified.
Solicitors
making searches for prospective buyers were invited to purchase the report. Loss of
sales began.
Halcrows' final report came out in January, 1969 advocating a drain
costing up to 235,000.

At a meeting between the Corporation and owners in that month

Mr. Muir wood, of Halcrows, agreed that the proposed ”new" drain was no more than a
relay of parts of the Sandgate U.D.C. drain of 1893 without change.
Folkcstone Corporation with Ministry of Agriculture approval suggested a drainage
scheme under the Land Drainage Act under which owners would pay. The Sandgate Society
took Counsel's advice and suggested a scheme under a different section of the Act

under which the Corporation would have powers to pay. At the Society's s ggestion a
meeting took place at the Ministry of Agriculture in London in July at which all parties
were represented. The Ministry turned both schemes down. The Society then.asned the
Corporation to suggest to the Ministry of HOusing that the work should be done under

a Coast Protection scheme, adducing their evidence of a tidal link.
The Ministr“r have now approved this suggestion in principle but with a suggestion
that householders deriving benefit should contribute.

Ministry of HouSing and Local Government Circular No.41/62 of 20th August 1962
states...

-5states at paragraph 2:”Coast Protection Authorities are therefore advised that from now on no more
works schemes should be made for the purpose of recovering compulsory
contributions from private interests".
and at paragraph 5:—
"...the Minister reminds coast protection authorities of the powers in the
Act to obtain contributions by agreement.

He considers that such

contributions should be sought where appropriate, e.g. when works will
protect substantial properties such as hotels, holiday camps, etc."

and at paragraph 6:—
”Indeed it may be that in some cases a private and commercial undertaking
is the sole interest inVOlved and in such cases local authorities will
no doubt consider whether it would be more appropriate for them to....
make a contribution towards the cost of coast protection work carried
out by other parties".

The Sandgate Society asserts that all the householders now asked to contribute are
"private interests” as exempted by paragraph two and further that these householders
are NOT either a hotel, holiday camp or a private and commercial undertaking
involved as the sole interest.
Folkcstono Corporation as successors to Sandgate U.D.C. must admit to full
knowledge of the 1893 disaster and the official action taken to prevent a recurrence.
Tipping of the 8000 tons of earth took place nearly a year before the first purchaser
bought his plot on Encombe. There is therefore no excuse for the Corporation's
failure to place an entry on the Register to the effect that relaying of the U.D.C.
drain would be necessary and that they proposed to ask owners to contribute. No
entry having been made, the remedy provided by the Act applies and the proposed
charge is invalid.
Society research has revealed that movement is not confined to the "Green
Belt" area COVured by the Town Clerk‘s warning letter.
They have evidence of movement in the new Moore Barracks on the edge of the
cliff top, which cost the taxpayer £1,500,000.
The Minutes relating to the proposed development at "Latchgate", Sunnyside Road
contain the following:—
"...the Committee, having in mind the problems which had arisen at Enccmbe
(a short distance to the east of "Latchgate“) considered that a report should

be made by Sir William Halcrow & Partners..."

(Notez— Actual distance 1550 feet, over a i mile.
Sandgate Society)
and
"...the applicant be requested to obtain from Sir William Halcrow a Partners
a report on the suitability of this site for the proposed development and
any measures neocssary to maintain the stability of the development and
the adjoining land and property".
The Minutes relating to the proposed development in the Undercliff refer to

”...the works (if any) necessary for reinforcing the foundations of and
strengthening the proposed buildings and such other works (including works
of drainage) as may be necessary in relation to the site and the adjacent
roads, lands, buildings including those in the Underoliff, the Crescent,
Gough Road and Sendgate High Street, and the drains, seWers and other
services in connection therewith...".

Clearly,the Corporation consider the whole area from the east end of the
Undercliff to beyond Sunnyside to be dangerous. This area coincides roughtly with
the combined area of the 1827 and 1893 landslips. The Society's map of Public

Utility failures (of which there have been sixty since October, 1966) shows evidence
of movement from one end to the other of this area.

There...

-4-

There is no justification whatsoever for demanding contributions from Gamers
as the present 1110voment is due solely to inadequate sea—defences and the Local
V
Authority‘s neglect of their own drain.
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cliffs have an average inclination of about 37 to 380 and consist of

the Folkestone Beds underlain by Sandgate Beds.

They are now fronted

by the broad terrace of beach material which has accumulated since

the early 19th century behind the Folkestone Harbour works, and
appear relatively stable.
Before the building of the harbour, these cliffs were under
active marine attack and suffered frequent landslips.

One took place

a little west of Folkestone Parish Church on about 20th September
1785.. This slip, which was perhaps in the region of 228357, was
about 150 ft long and sank 40 ft over a period of several days,
raising a reef in the sea at its foot (Lyon, 1786).

It would thus

appear to have involved base failure in the Sandgate Beds.
.7—

KD87.

Folkestone, Leas and Radnor Cliffs (226356 to 206352)
TR 23 - F is- 1?.
Throughout this 1% mile length of coast, there is a general

increase of cliff height towards the west to a maximum of about 180

ft at Radnor Cliff (0. 212353).
the Enbrook valley.

West of there, the slopes fall to

The cliff is formed chiefly of the Folkestone

Beds overlying the Sandgate Beds, both having a gentle easterly dip
of a degree or two.

The upper cliff slopes are scarred by a

succession of vegetated old slip corries, commonly about 100 yards
across, and vary in average inclination between about 37 and 45°.
West of about 212552, the Hythe Beds rise into the cliff foot.

This length of coast is fronted throughout by an undercliff
which increases slightly in width towards the W}, to a maximum of
roughly 100 yards.

It has been produced by ancient landsli p‘h

was recognised, for example, by Ireland (1828-30, vol. 2, p. 169).
That this involved deep-seated rotational failures of the Sandgate
Beds and the underlying Hythe Beds may be inferred from the attitude
of the reefs of ragstone in the foreshore.

These probably consist of

Hythe Beds and are all somewhat disturbed, with landward dips in
excess of 500 being reported in the reefs to the W. of Mill Point

(221351) (Smart, Bisson and Viorssam).

The Reverend John Sackette

(1716), incumbent of Folkestone Parish Church, reports a gradual
diminution in width of the undercliff at a point between Folkestone
and Sandgate, which he makes clear was not due to direct marine
erosion.

It in possible that this phenomenon was the result of slow

slip movements affecting the cliff above the undercliff, probably in
the region of 221354.

On Sunday, 8th March 1801, just after 10 a.m., a considerable
landslip took place in the cliffs about % mile W. of Folkestone,
carrying away the cliff-top footpath to Sandgate, but causing no

damage to persons or buildings (Anon, 1801).

Topley (1875, p. 316)

considered that landslipping on this length of coast was encouraged
by the removal of stone from the offshore reefs for harbour construction.

This practice has now long ceased and the seaward face

of the undercliff is protected throughout by a sea wall and groynes.
In the January or February of 1897, considerable falls were reported
from ‘the face of the cliffs at Folkestone' (Anon, 1897).

This

probably refers to Leas Cliff.
The only movements to be reported from this length of cliff
during the present century have taken place in the vicinity of Leas

Cliff Hall (224355).

This structure is founded on mass concrete

footings in the in situ Folkestone and Sandgate Beds forming the
steep, upper cliff.

It is not responsible for the movements of the

adjoining ground and has not been damaged by them.

Since the com-

pletion of the Hall in 1928, a slow downslope movement of the talus
sloping dowu from the seaward face of the building has taken place.
By 1954 the talus below and to each side of the Hall had moved downwards about 2 feet, exposing the top of the seaward row of footings.
In 1941, associated movements in the foot of this cliff damaged the
sea wall between groynes Nos. 3 and 7 (respectively 420 feet E. and
2&0 feet W. of the centreline of Leas Cliff Hall), with maximum movement occurring between groynes Nos. 3 and h (respectively #20 feet
and 230 feet E. of the centre of the Hall) (Soil Mechanics Ltd.,

1955).
In January 1955 there was a more sudden, downward movement of 2

to 3 feet in the talus seaward of the Hall, accompanied by heaving

and cracking of the undercliff (occupied by the Lower Sandgate Road)
and damage to the sea wall and groyneS.

Subsequent examination

showed that the movements in the talus extended from about 580 feet

E. to 180 feet W. of the Hall centreline.

The movements affecting

the undercliff and the sea defences were of closely comparable extent

(Soil Mechanics Ltd., 1955).

The upper cliff of FolkestoneBeds has

been unaffected by these movements.
Comprehensive investigations of these movements have shown them
to derive from a renewal of movement in an old multiple (double)
rotational slip which originated chiefly through the incompetence of

the Sandgate Beds.

This slip is probably typical of those by which

this length of Undercliff was formed (Soil Mechanics Ltd, 1955;
and 1957).

1956;

Further movements in this vicinity took place in 1957-58

(Smart, Bisson and Horssam).
The extreme W. end of this length of coast, Where the ground
falls to Enbrook (209353 to 206352), consists chiefly of Sandgate Beds

with the Hythe Beds at their foot.

This area is reported to be free

from landslips (Smart, Bisson and Worssam).

KD88.

Sandgate (206352 to 190349)*

TR 23 and 13 - Figs. 17 and 18.

This mile~long length of coastal slopes rises generally to
heights of between 200 and 250 feet and has an average inclination

varying between about 12 and 200.

The slepes are capped by the

Folkestone Beds, which form a fairly steep scarp.

The irregular

slopes beneath this consist 3f the Sandgato and H'the Beds, with the
Atherfield Clay at their foot.

They are occupied by a complex of

old and recent landslips, upon which the town of Sandgate is largely
built.
Offshore reefs of ragstone between about 19h349 and 200350 dip
landwards at angles of between 16 and 530.

They consist probably of

Hythe Beds and betoken earlier deep-seated rotational slips involving
this bed and probably also the underlying Atherfield Clay (Smart,

Bisson and Worssam).
In the 19th century two large landslides took place at Sandgate,
which together affected practically the whole area of the town.

The

first, in 1827, involved a 500 yard length of the E. part of the area,
extending from the church at 20A53524 westwaras to Encombe House
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Agartin

to

the Sandgate Society Committee ,

m

I am very grateful that you hav asked me to ‘ rpresent at your
meeting 7. 2.69 and I deeply regret that
'
unavoidable
circumstances I am unableto attend.

3:
I

GENERAL OBSERVATIONS ANS SDME VERY PERSONAL REACTIONS
To the Council's attitude to the residents in the affected area
of 'Pay or be damned i.e. accept the consequences‘ I would like
to point out that some unfortunate householders are already
damned, others in leaser degree. Mr.Muirwood' comment on the
Mayor's performance was BELLIGERENT.
We ask ourselves why we,
compensate;

the residents old and new,
.

should

1 The Council and its servants for neglect of a perfectly good
Ian
nd drainage scheme. At the Civic Centre Meeting 8 July 1968

the Council sail

they had

'no powers of inapection'

WHY?

g. The Planning Authoirities for failing to stipulate elementary
precautions and the maintenance of the vital drainage complex
on what is well—known to be a treacherous and water—logged
terrain; and for 'errors of judgement'.
At the July Meeting, the Council said that there had been
'no justification for refusing palnning permission'
WHY?’
3 The develloppers for blatant indifference to the hazards of
the terrain, and who bulldozed on, while the Council turned a
blind eye to their disregard of some of the planning stipulations.

Surely we,

the innocent residents

(particularly

those at

the

bottom of the hill who are feeling the main brunt) are the ones
who are morally entitled

to

'compensation'

or at

the very least

A MORE SECURE FUTURE.
It is up to our legal advisor(s)

to say whether there is any

legal redress, or legal means of forcing
the Council reaponsible.

the

issue

to make

The Council have all along tried to localise the matter and keep
it

to

the realms of ivate
or
nroaerty_

_.

A

,

,

.

since December 1966, my eiforts have oeen direct ed

5

to orining

the matter into the area of ouolic oro-oe;; where the Councfl
cannot escape reapons ibility. This is instanced in my letter of

50 December 1966 to the Minis try of TranSport, inmy letter of
3. 8. 68 to the Folkestone Herald, and my telegram of 28 AUgust
1968 to the Mayor, urgently begging a 3rd test boring on
ESplanade which had not originally been contemplated.

H.

1967 Halcrow Report

mm
(D (’0

Q)

We may also well ask why Halcrows were asked to con
report to a limited sector of private property, a n
which
excludes the public sector, the main trunk road, t;
omenade
and sea defences, and the former land drainage syst
Er
ncombe
and beyond, besides a large area of Sandgate which a1.s o bore the
brunt of the 1893 landslip and, in the event, could be affected
again.
‘The Mayor has said that the pa
s now history and
to think about is the present.
s
bvious however,
resent is being looked upon,
p i cemeal basis,
Halcrows might well have further vi ew3 outside the
their narrow brief.

95/1»
I would further like

Mr.Muirwood

to report

to

the Committ e

sta
(Halcrows) recognised me on the

n platform

forwent
and quite volunta ‘
afer last Thursday's meeting,
me.
with
~
la
nd—c
seco
el
trav
hsi first—class compartment to
course put any direct
During the journey, I could not of
ver throw out a few general
questions to him. I could howe
he dropped in his replies.
comments, and pick up any hints

Entirely

of his own accord,

he raised

th

was beingdon
Wilberforce garages, and asked what

garages. The
water flowing into and out of the
asked him
nor
,
this
t
not approached him abou
did not come within
It
me.
sche
his
in
of brinnng it With

er merited serious
scheme and he seemed to think the matt
y‘aly/
itmd
‘LtH
attention. 3anﬁ,ﬁsits Aftﬂ, (a
nishment that Planning
When I expressed my uteer asto
given on the terrain, he said
C onsent should ever have been
d do once the area had been
coul
there was very little one

esignated a 'Development area'.
the Chairman of the Abbey
Mr.Muirwood had personally seen
d surprise that the chair
esse
expr
National in 1958, to whom he
ld buy a property without a
man of a building society shou
my Opinion' quoted Mr.Muirwood
survey first. 'If ymzhad asked

need not only an umbrella
' I'd have told you that you would
but galoshes as well.’
for Dr.Leader who had
Mr.Muirwood also did a report

ideas

of building a hotel on the site.
.

r}

i ,’

« 215,24 4t
neer, passed the article
Engi
h
oug
Bor
an
Alm
Mr.
,
1958
In
to Mr.Muirwood, in connection
from gature on the l893 landslip
the Abbey National.
with the report he was making for
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Engineering aspects of coastal
landshdes
A. M. MUlR WOOD, MA. FICE, FGS'
Much has been written about the investigations and analyses of particular coastal
landslides, usually in the form of a reconstruction of events leading to a failure which
has already occurred. This account attempts, however, to relate the engineering
solutions to the typical problems presented by incipient landslides. Investigation
and analysis appropriate to undertaking economic remedial works are discussed and
the importance is emphasized of considering the geotcchnical and the coastal erosion
aspects in association. Certain coastal forms lend themselves towards providing
solutions based predominantly on control of littoral drift or on other means of
diverting the destructive forces of the sea. Examples are given of such instances.
Investigations should be preceded by critical observation and should be designed not
only to test hypotheses relating to the nature of the instability but also to permit
evaluation of the beneﬁt to be expected from alternative possible forms of remedial
works. The basic nature of the remedial works is usually simple but considerable
subtlety arises in applying an economic scheme appropriate to speciﬁc local condi-

tions, to suit geology, geohydrology and their variations.

Introduction
This Paper is an attempt to describe the most signiﬁcant engineering problems,
and their appropriate solutions, relating to coastal iandslips. The sea is the
principal cause of instability and to prescribe the appropriate cure it is neces—

sary to understand not only the mechanics 0fthe landslip but also the mechanics

//

of the sea.
2. It is a truism to state that no two coastal landslips are the same; it is
nearly true to say that no two coastal landslips are even similar. The principal
factors which determine the nature and extent ofcach coastal problem ’lI‘C set
out in Table 1. Of these factors, probably the historical one alone needs
further immediate explanation. As will be described subsequently, the history
of previous instability and the past rates of erosion by the sea will largely
determine the present condition of the coast; in consequence, topography and
the historical sequence of events have to be reviewed together.
3. Presented with a situation of coastal landslips that require to be
stabilized, the technical objective, with a responsive eye to amenity, must be
to obtain the greatest beneﬁt for the minimum cost. To do so, it is necessary
to identify and understand the several factors and, most important, to tinderstand how they operate in association. Only then is it possible to explore and
develop the most efficient remedial measures. A solution which treats the
problem as a whole or in a composite manner may be more efﬁcient and permanent than one which provides a series of separate countermeasures to each
individual factor.
Ordinary meeting, 5.30 p.m., 18 January, 1972.
Written discussion closes 29 February, 1972, for publication in the Proceedings, Part 2‘
‘ Partner, Sir William Halcrow & Partners.
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Table 1. Principal factors affecting coastal stability
Topography

Geology and hydrology

Height of cliﬁ‘ ' Geological
Profile of

structure

(dip, strike, faulting,

Historical factors

Rates of recession

! Marine factors

‘ Tidal range and

Isostasy (normally only

currents

underclil‘f
Profile offoreshore
Proﬁle of inshore area

folding)
Stratigraphy including
consistency of deposits
Presence of intrusions

of importance for
long term processes)
Factors atTecting rates
of recession
Previousremedialworks

Wind and wave
climate,
includingetTects
of reﬂexion,
refractionand

Vegetation on

Fissuring patterns (of

‘

undercliﬁ"
Coastal

competent strata)
Geotechnical proper-

l Littoral drift
Sediment trans-

features

tics of ground, their
dependence on time
and other factors
Rainfall,
percolation
and rttn-otf (seasonal
variations)

ditl‘raction

port

Permeability of ground
Ground water ﬂow
Chemical and physical

properties of ground
water

4. As a coast recedes, a process of constant rejuvenation of the coastal
features occurs. As a consequence, the coast provides the scene for all types
of landslip which are seen elsewhere generally in isolation or as relicts of geological history. The rate of recession itself may be an important factor in
determining the type of landslip that develops in a certain type of ground
forming the coastline.
5. Before considering typical problems and the appropriate remedies, we
should start by deﬁning the zones of an unstable coast. Proceeding from the
land towards the sea, we may identify these zones:
((1) The high vii/I. The zone unatl‘ected by coastal slips, apart perhaps from
slight structural strains resulting from release of loading against the face Ofthe
clilt' or from shear forces set up by the motion of slipping.
(b) The under-€111]; The exposed area alTected by slipping which is situated
above the area subject to sea action,
(c) The foreshore. Here deﬁned as the area above low water washed by the
sea, in the present context extended to the upper limit of breaking storm waves.
((1) The inshore area. The zone of breaking waves immediately seaward of the
foreshore, where waves provide the greatest source of energy affecting erosion

and sediment transport.
(a) The o/fshore area. The zone seaward of the inshore area, where energy
available for sediment transport is derived partly from wave damping and
partly from shear forces set up by currents; the rate of expenditure of energy
per unit area of bed is considerably lower here than in the inshore zone.

Rock slopes
6.

Coastal landslips are not conﬁned to soft ground and there are particular

factors that affect the stability of rock slopes.
258

The analysis by Hoek1 provides

ENGINEERING ASPECTS OF COASTALLANDSLIDES
an excellent and logical approach to the rock mechanics; special features arise
however at the coast from the etTects of waves at the foot of the slope or cliiT.
Quite apart from questions of local erosion, accentuated by the presence of
mobile material on the beach, there is a possibility of high pressures being set
up in ﬁssures by breaking waves.2 The direction of ﬁssure planes will control
the signiﬁcance of such wave action.
7. In stabilizing coastal slopes in soft rock, support is needed at the base,
provided in such a manner as to break up waves to avoid high local pressures.
Since soft rocks will continue to erode down to a wave platform, formed at
approximately the level at which storm waves begin to break, any type of

protection should take account of this continued drop in level of the foreshore
and inshore areas. Figure 1 indicates a practicable type of protection for such
a situation where a chalk elill‘ is exposed to attack. It is of some interest in
that at this particular situation the rate of recession may be accurately estimated since the chalk clitT seen beyond the groyne in the photograph has
remained stable since 1881. The annual rate of recession was locally about
25 cm per year until protection was provided ﬁrst by a formal wall in 194'” and
later by the illustrated revetment in 1967, when the wall was becoming under-

mined.

:Mvt 9‘ .

.»

-._.

Fig‘ 1. View of Groyne 52 at Seaford with adjacent revetment
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Earth slopes
8. Skempton and Hutchinson have described the various types of natural
landslip.a Each type is represented in coastal landslips. The types and their
preferred ground conditions are set out in Table 2.
Table 2. Types of coastal landslips
1. Falls

Rock, also dry cohesive ground which is subjected to rapid basal
erosion
2. Rotational slides

Circulari—rarc in nature and confined to soft homogeneous clays
Non-circulari‘transitional in type to compound slides
Shalloww-common in weathered clays
3. Compound slides

Commonly with inclined or sub-circular back and the base depth
determined by a firm underlying stratum, in cohesive and granular soils

4. Surface ﬂows
Normally conﬁned to mud slides and ﬂows, saturated or semi-saturated
line material, activated by surface water, ground water or sea spray there
a mud slide is used to describe sliding movements with horizontal motion
of less than 10 m/day, a mud ﬂow for more rapid movements with a

high water/soil ratio)

9. Apart from special instances of pumping from depth, ground water will
usually ﬂow towards the sea and, for whatever types of ground and type of
slip, control of drainage will normally be an essential factor except in a dry
climate. An immediate problem then arises as to the extent to which the
drainage may be combined with protection against the sea and here we must
deal with two speciﬁc types of condition:
(i) where long term deterioration in strength of the ground is going to
cause continued recession of the underclil‘t‘ even though the toe
position may be retained;
(ii) where weathering, sensitivity, and other causes of chemical or physical
deterioration may be ignored.
In dealing with the ﬁrst of these conditions, either material improvement must
be achieved in the overall stability of the undercliiT or protective works must
be conﬁned to the foreshore, accepting that further limited falls and slips on
the underclilf will continue to occur, with concomitant damage to works on
the underclill‘. This latter approach must assume that further recession of the
top of the clili‘ may be tolerated; and is practicable only where the continuing
deterioration will not jeopardize the stability of the works constructed on the
foreshore. Where, on the other hand, further deterioration is not a risk,
there is greater freedom in the disposition of remedial works.
10. There are certain typical causes for long term deterioration:
(a) Sensitive clays“ (not normally found in Britain), where the open
structure is caused by the leaching and consequent base exchange
affecting normally consolidated marine clays after these have been

lifted above sea level.

ENGINEERING ASPECTS OF COASTALLANDSLIDES
(1)) Related to ground water flow. Locally there may be an increase
with time in ground water or in piezometric levels but these will be
isolated phenomena with speciﬁc causes. A more common consideration is the effect of erosion caused by the continued flow of
ground water through permeable material. The most serious type
of failure of this nature is likely to be associated with piping, articularly likely to occur where a bed of sand is immediately overlain
by more competent and less permeable ground.
(c) Over-consolidated clays (which may include material classiﬁed as soft
shales, silt-stones or mudstones). These materials may deteriorate
in strength for two reasons: the ﬁrst concerns the reduction of overburden through geological time and whether the material has re—
gained equilibrium under the loading of the cliff; secondly, in the
undcrcliﬁ there will again be a reduction in overburden and in
lateral loading so that further swelling ofthe material will take place
before the equilibrium state of water content is attained, possibly
affected by ftssuring and shear movements.

ll. StilT clays provide some of the most interesting problems of coastal
stability and there are several features of these clays to be considered
Skcmpton and Hutchinson3 indicate some approximate ﬁgures for the strength
reduction of London clay as a function of time. Another approach to the
same question concerns the angle at which a clay cliff in given circumstances
stands in relation to the rate of erosion by the sea. There are evidently many
factors that complicate any direct association between underclilf slope and
the present rate of erosion, including water, ﬁssuring and the past types of
failure.
12. It appears probable that progressive failure provides at least a partial
explanation of the initiation of deep slips where a stress analysis alone would
suggest that peak values of (7b, (angle of shearing resistance in effective stress
terms) should be adequate to resist failure. Progressive failure is normally
discussed in relation to locally exceeding peak values oft/Y and thus leading
to an overall diminution of strength. but the high shearing stresses in the
vicinity of incipient surfaces of sliding may also lead to local softening of the
:lay from the migration of interstitial water. A phenomenon of thisnature
:ould be indicated by the development of reduced pore water pressure until
the softening process is completed and, as mentioned below, such has recently
been detected at Folkestone Warren. A consideration of the geometry of the
;ituation, the levels of stress and the swelling characteristics of the clay could
telp to indicate an approximate time scale for such a softening process. It is
'elevant here to observe that railway cuttings in London clay have often failed
;ome 100 years after their original formation and this at least provides an
)rder for the time scale.
13. It can readily be shown that for failure to occur in an underclitf subected to the most extreme set of adverse circumstances (short of high artesian
)ressures from below) the average ground surface slope in the direction of
iliding must be greater than about </>’r/2 where gS’r is the angle of residual
hearing resistance in effective stress terms. However, ifa coastline is receding
apidly on account of erosion by the sea, the most highly stressed zones in the
;round structure will also be receding inland at the same rate and progressive
261
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failure of the type described above will not then have time to develop at any
one locality. On this account, deep slips are unlikely to occur in very steep
cliffs of clay which are only found at situations of high rates of recession; these
will tend to fail by surface slipping provoked by weathering and by the development of high water pressures in ﬁssures opened on account of lateral release
of ground loading.
14. Another feature that will tend to cause deep slips is the presence of a
fairly competent stratum in the upper cliff above the clay. Slight release of
support that will occur at the face of the cliﬂ‘, on account of creepor of
release of lateral land, will lead to the opening of ﬁssures running approximately parallel to the face of the cliff and to consequent tilting of slices of the
upper cliff. Partial unlocking of adjacent rock faces across ﬁssures will cause
consequential increase in the load to be carried by the clay at the face of the

6
l
‘

}

cliff.
15. Once deep slips have occurred, then subsequent stability will depend
upon the preferential paths for further movement and the residual strength of
the clay. Figures 2 and 3 illustrate the types of solution for the two cases of
surface slipping and of deep slips. The solution of Fig. 2 depends upon the
capability in the long term of building up a good beach but accepts that some
local erosion will occur until this is achieved, causing settlement of the revetment which may be readily restored without impairing its function as ﬁlter and
protection to the face of the clay. Figure 3, on the other hand, represents the
far more massive structure required to provide toe weighting to stabilize a deep
slip where the natural beach cannot be relied upon to make any appreciable
contribution in such a respect. Many problems in stabilizing clitfs tend to
polarize towards the two basic types of solution, the one light, ﬂexible and
tolerant to further deterioration, the other massive and provided with adequate
apron and toe to permit erosion to occur over an appreciable period without
undermining the structure. The latter is naturally more expensive than the
former in first cost and each type should entail consideration of the likely
coastal evolution after the works have been constructed, a factor too often
overlooked in the past.
16. Coastal mud slides may be caused by internal erosion (usually
associated with surface springs) or by surface weathering in association with
some external source of water. A mud slide is generally shallow by comparison with its width or length and a simple initial analysis of a mud slide on a
steady gradient may be carried out as illustrated by Fig. 4. We are here
considering a saturated material of vertical thickness II on slope 0 with an
effective piczometric line In, above the base of the mud slide. The material is

assumed to be non-cohesive and to have an effective angle of shear (it

3

Where

p3 is saturated unit weight of the material, pm. that of water, limiting stability
requires that

(l)

1
i

From equation (1) it is apparent that the factors which may be manipulated
to increase stability for a given value of (9 concern the reduction in km or
increase in It or a combination of both. For a fairly permeable material
(k: lO‘6 cm/s corresponds to an average rate of vertical percolation from
rainfall of about 40 cm per annum), apart from mud ﬂows that result from
torrential rain, the water must come from springs or from local surface coneen-

‘

lip, sin 9 = (lips—li,,.p.,.) tan dz' cos 6

or

tan 6 = tan d>’(l —I1u,p,u/hps)

t
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Fig. 4. Reference diagram for long wide shallow mud slide

trations. For instance, where a mud slide or mud llow occurs in a gully
formed in the surface of a less permeable material, the remedy must be to
divert or to stop the ﬂow of water. Figure 2 indicates a drainage system used
for such a purpose. For a ﬁne silt or clay, It will be such that normal surface
precipitation may suflice to cause stability. A solution here may be to provide
a blanket of granular material to increase the effective stress on the base,
possibly combined with drains down the slope to reduce It.“ at least in the
close vicinity of each drain, the zone of inﬂuence depending on the permeability of the ground. Movement will not normally cease immediately and
the type of drain must therefore tolerate some distortion and extension.
Partly perforated PVC pipes with long collars provide a possible choice, set
in a suitable granular surround which satisfies Tcrzaghi's requirement for a
ﬁlter material (see § 40). Unless the gradient decreases towards the toe of a
mud slide, some support will be required here, possibly combined with protection against the sea.
Many mud slides are seasonal and an inspection in the
summer when evaporation may possibly exceed precipitation will reveal only
to the experienced eye the signs of instability indicated by profile, vegetation
and by surface structure and cracking. Many a tendering contractor has
regretted his favourable impression of a halcyon summer day.
17. At the East Clitf, Folkestonc, mud slides have occurred periodically
in the weathered Gault clay above the sandstone of the Folkestone Beds.
Here, a cut-off drain has been provided to intercept ground water entering
the area of the mud slide, and also transverse drains have been set at intervals
down the mud slide. After observation of a year’s performance it may be
decided to complete the work with a permeable blanket and a toe wall supported on the rock ledge with outfalls projecting through it like gargoyles
to
discharge down the face of the lower rock cliff.

Coastal forms
18. Particularly interesting conditions of coastal instability arise where the
coastline is composed of an undulating sequence of soft and hard rocks. An
265
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Fig. 5. Plan and elevation of a coastline of folded rock with softer material above
example of such a coastline occurs between Sunderland and Seaham where
magnesian limestone 0f the carboniferous series has a number of folds, whose
axes are approximately transverse to the general coastline, overlain by softer
limestone and glacial deposits. Figure 5 illustrates such a coastline diagrammatically in plan and elevation.
19. The harder rocks form promontories at their exposures with natural
bays between and a crenulated coastline results. As the toe of the soft ground
of clays and sands is attacked by the sea towards the centre of each bay so do
slices of the face of the clitT collapse on to the beach.
20. The conventional reaction to a condition of this nature is to provide
protection to the soft parts of each bay. However, examination of the
history of such a coastline will often show that the bays maintain a fairly
regular shape and that the rate of recession of the coast is controlled by the
rate of attrition of the promontorics, The soft ground, if unprotected,
would account fora far more rapid recession of the bay. This then points to
the rational countermeasure as entailing the provision of reinforcement and
spurs at each headland rather than protection around the perimeter of the bays.
It is unfortunate that it is not at present possible from ﬁrst principles to determine the cquilibrium shape of a crenulated coastline, largely because of the

complexities of littoral drift and of onshore/offshore movement of material.
However, for the casein discussion, it is reasonable to assume, unless erosion
rates have shown marked recent ﬂuctuation, that the shape is sensibly in
equilibrium and that the reinforcement of the promontories should serve to
improve the beaches in the bays, sufﬁcient to confer full protection to the

vulnerable cliff.
21.

The following factors materially aﬁect the build up of beach material

around the perimeter of a bay:
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(a) Refraction will tend to concentrate wave energy on to the promontories and hence to shelter the coastline of the bay.

(b) Other conditions being constant, the ﬂatter gradient of bed slope
around the bay by comparison with the promontory will tend to
cause a greater degree of damping of wave energy.
(c) Longshore currents will tend to be stronger at the promontory than
in the centre of the bay for the same depth of water.

(d) For a beach composed of sand, reduced ﬂuctuation will occur in the
more sheltered zones. For a shingle beach, the material will tend
to be contained within the bay ifthe bay is sufﬁciently deep (in plan).
For a sand or shingle beach, the beach line will tend to be parallel
to the approach of the dominant waves.
22. An interesting case arises where an artiﬁcial bay is designed to be
formed in an area of unstable cliffs where material derived from erosion of
the cliffs can be relied upon to provide a shingle beach around the margin of
the bay. By making simple assumptions it is possible to make a ﬁrst estimate
ofthe equilibrium depth ofthe bay as described below although it is appreciated
that this is only the beginning of a comprehensive account of such a process.

(1

Sea

Fig. 6. Reference diagram for the evolution of a bay between artificial headlands
23. Consider a bay in the process of formation between two rigid headlands A and .8 distance [apart in Fig. 6. Assume the foreshore is protected
by shingle derived from erosion of the chili and that, on the original straight
line of coast, a volume Q per unit length is sutlicient to give full protection
against wave action. From the geological structure we calculate that erosion
provides volumep of shingle of adequate size per unit plan area. We further
assume that:
(a) QOCH2 where H is the ‘equivalent wave height” corresponding to a
year’s energy flux arriving at the shore per unit length of shoreline.
(b) Hc>c(y+d)“2 where dis the distance offshore of the storm breaker

point from the initial line of the coast (assumed to remain unchanged).

(c) The bay develops in plan in an approximate parabola.
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24. These assumptions require some explanation since they cannot be
related to direct evidence or applicable theory. Assumption ((1) assumes direct
proportionality between wave energy and volume of effectively protective
beach without scale effect. Assumption (1)) assumes that wave damping is
proportional to distance of travel over a bed at a given depth. Assumption (c)
provides a reasonable relationship between maximum extent of erosion and
area eroded in plan.
25. Then, for a maximum extent of erosion y (see Fig. 6), the land area
eroded is 31y}; and the gain in shingle per unit length of foreshore is given by
q:%yp........(2)

26. We know that the initial rate of erosion is A/year for a negligible
shingle foreshore and, as a ﬁrst guess, we may assume that this rate reduces
exponentially until equilibrium is achieved, i.e.

dy
——=/\(1—e(1““)

for
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.

.

.

(3)
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where a: QHZ/qu2 and H0 is the initial ‘equivalent wave height’.
27. Equation (3) is easily solved for selected values ofy to arrive at rates
of erosion during the bays development. The asymptotic value of y occurs
when dy/dt=0 and hence where
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(4)

But since q= éyp, equation (4) and assumption ([2) yield

y = —d/2+(d2+6Qzl/p)“2/2
and hence a ﬁrst approximation of the equilibrium bay, taking no account of
the many complexities in wave diffraction and refraction and in the variation
of clitf face slope with respect to the rate of retreat. In a speciﬁc instance an
approach of this sort has been combined withjudgement by eye to take account
of the angle of approach of prevailing waves in order to give a ﬁrst order prediction of the formation ofa bay between bastions to be set about 1200 metres
apart on an eroding coastline of clay cliffs surmounted by gravel deposits in
Christchurch Bay.
28. While much has been published concerning landslips at Folkestone
Warren5 7 a point of special interest is that regular failures (Terzaghi8 has
drawn attention to a 19 year cycle) only appear to have occurred from a time
shortly after completion of Folkestonc Harbour breakwater arm in about
1875. Littoral drift in this vicinity is from west to east and a very great
accumulation of material has occurred during this time against the breakwater
arm. It appears highly probable that the degree of shelter of East Wear Bay,
where Folkestone Warren is situated, was earlier sufﬁcient to maintain a good
shingle beach until supplies were cut off. In all probability the beach would
soon disappear after cut-oh“, since littoral drift increases as a beach becomes
thinner on account of the reduced dissipation of longshore energy ﬂux.

Investigations
29. The initial investigations constitute a most important feature of any
scheme of coast stabilization. In view of the relationships between coastal
authorities and central Government, considerable practical difﬁculties are often
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experienced in the allocation of adequate funds for investigation and studies

prior to the design and this situation is detrimental to overall economy of a
scheme of works. The investigations may be considered for convenience in
two parts, those concerned with the sea and those concerned with the land.
30. Concerning the sea ﬁrst, considerable engineering judgement is

required in determining what facts should be assembled as relevant to the
scheme.

Silvester9 provides an example of an academic approach to this

question which would entail the assembly of a vast amount of information
over a period longer than that required for the construction of the works and
much of it showing little relevance to the scheme. We are dealing with forces
in a very delicate balance and, except for schemes on the largest scale and with
climatic and other conditions susceptible to valid simpliﬁcation, we can
frequently learn a great deal more by observation of conditions immediately
adjacent to the site with which we are concerned, than by any elaborate programme of recording of waves, tidal currents and so forth. The most important points to determine concern the offshore trend, i.e. whether a problem
of erosion extending out to the offshore area has to be considered, and the
degree and direction of exposure. The height of design waves on many coasts
is controlled by the depth of water olfshore and any programme of recording
of deep water waves in the vicinity will have no great relevance to the design
of inshore structures. A feature of considerable signiﬁcance is the angle of
approach of storm waves and this may be considered on the basis of fetch,
wind records and an elementary refraction analysis. A most important
feature concerns the capability of retaining beach material on a foreshore and
this will largely depend upon the degree of exposure and orientation ofthe foreshore which, in their turn, determine whether littoral drift will tend to increase
or decrease in the direction of drift. Local to any point of marked increase in
potential littoral drift, special measures may be necessary. A possible solution here may be one that reduces the degree of wave reﬂexion by the provision
of some form of permeable revetment.
31. No scheme of clitf stabilization can be echctively designed without
adequate consideration of the geology of the area.”11 With a knowledge of
the geology and, preferably, with information concerning the stability of
similar material elsewhere, the sinking of boreholes may be preceded by the
making of certain hypotheses which are then required to be supported or
contradicted. Such an approach frequently assists in determining whether
adequate site investigation has been carried out. So long as serious anotnalies
are found which do not comply with the hypotheses, further site investigation
may be justified. The boreholes for such a problem are designed to test
assumptions of stratigraphy, to determine the most relevant physical properties
of the ground, to determine levels of water tables and their ﬂuctuations and,
possibly, for the carrying out of tests of permeability and of movement. There
is some conﬂict between the desirability of sinking boreholes through undisturbed ground to discover the soil properties and the sinking of boreholes in
tumbled ground of the undercliff to determine the nature of failure. It is
often possible to establish simply by observation and by records of surface
movement that failure occurs in a complex and locally variable manner and

hence that any precise observation at one point will have little relevance elsewhere. Boreholes sunk from the clifftop in undisturbed ground will provide
more reliable data on the geology, geohydrology and properties of the virgin
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ground.

Again, however, this is largely a matter of setting up important

hypotheses to be tested rather than drilling holes in a spirit of serendipity.
32.

It is important that the site investigation should have in mind the

possible countermeasures in order that their effects may be evaluated. Thus
it is important to have, for instance, information on water tables which should,
if possible, provide data relating to ﬂow prediction in areas ofdrainage or drawdown. Again, the effect of the use ofa sea wall and toe weighting in any form
must depend upon the shape of the preferential surface of failure near the toe.
It should be possible to determine whether the toe is required principally to
provide horizontal support or vertical weighting and to calculate whether
increased stability is conferred in relation to the pre-existing surface of failure
or along some other surface. A question of this type may only be answered
for non—homogeneous materials by a study of alternative failure surfaces.

33.

Where rock clilfs are concerned, the orientation and extent ofjointing

may be the most important feature.

It may be far more worthwhile to sink a

very few boreholes which will provide orientated cores than to sink a large
number which provide information on joint spacing but not on joint direction,
where this is not evident at the clitl‘ face. It may be of interest to consider the

technique of extracting cores in which a central steel bar has been previously
grouted in order to determine the degree of opening of joints. Typically,
however, clill‘s by the sea have been exposed to attack for many years and will
have revealed their stable condition, to which only an allowance for weathering
has to be added. It is of interest to record that at Dover, the chalk cliffs

(Fig. 7) which have been protected against attack from the sea for approximately 400 years, indicate by the extent of talus that, during this period, they
have weathered back less than 1 metre to the present angle of about 80°
(Fig. 1).

Stability analysis
34. It is desirable to include a few words on the analysis of problems of
clilf stability. Insullicient distinction is made in the analysis of the stability
of slopes between those which are man-made, such as embankments and dams,
and those of natural ground. Rarely can the stratigraphy and ell‘cctive ground
properties in relation to natural landslips be determined and analysed sufﬁciently precisely to justify the application of the more refined forms of computation such as that of Morgcnstcrn and Price except as an academic
post-mortem after a slip has occurred. Furthermore, coastal landslips are
frequently shallow or of compound type. The former can be readily analysed
by a simple vertical slice method such as that of Janbu; the latter, if the
principal surface of failure may be approximately represented as two planes (it
frequently can), may be solved by a wedge analysis. Where possible one
should try to explain why a certain type of ground should be stable in one
situation and unstable in apparently similar circumstances elsewhere.
35. Elsewhere, the Author has commented upon the present inadequacies
of theory in explaining major movements of landslips in over-consolidated
clays."l A most interesting feature has recently been observed at Folkestone
Warren which may have some bearing upon this aspect. During the investigation of slight creeping movement of a landslide along a pre-existing surface
of failure, located by palaeontologieal meansf‘ the existence of pore water
pressures corresponding to levels appreciably lower than sea level has been
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Fig. 7. Prestressing rock bolt fitted with optical load cell for underpinning of chalk
cliff at Dover, Kent

established by piezomelers placed adjacent to the failure surface. It is suggested that this phenomenon might be an important factor in helping to explain
why a landslip along a surface of residual strength may yet, once set into
motion, move for an appreciable distance.
36. While low pore water pressures persist, effective normal stresses and
hence shear strength of the frictional material will be increased. incipient
movement may cause ﬁssuring and re—adjustment of pore pressures to correspond to perched water tables above the level of the surface of failure. A
rough analysis suggests that the over—consolidated Gault clay at Folkestone
Warren beneath reduced cover in the undcrclill‘ might be far short of completion ofequilibrium swelling; the high shear stresses induced in the vicinity of an
incipient failure surface would accentuate this effect and could well explain why
local low pore water pressures might be unrelieved in such a position. This
theory could be tested by regular monitoring of pore pressures in the vicinity
of such a potential failure surface elsewhere. This is an example of present
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doubt which suggests that, where coastal landslips are known to be in a critical
state of stability, a simple analysis may be used to evaluate the likely beneﬁt
from remedial works, providing that the type of analysis introduces a reasonable manner of estimating such improvement. For example, where drainage,
regrading or toe weighting has to be introduced, a method based on effective
stresses will provide a suitable basis providing the strength parameters are well
chosen. There is no fully satisfactory explanation yet of the mechanism where-

by landslips in over-consolidated clay lead to reduction in strength along the
surface of failure. Where an elaborate investigation is not executed, it is
unsafe, for a cliff that has been the scene of previous landslips, to rely upon
strength in the clay greater than residual strength.
37. Another feature to be considered carefully in the design of remedial
works is the extent of the rate of dissipation of pore water pressures since this
will determine a safe rate to apply additional loading on the ground. The
addition of toe weighting where pore pressures may be critical should be
carried out in the summer when other factors are less likely to provoke slipping.
Where time does not allow this rule, it is sometimes possible to design a revetment to provide temporary protection from the sea but which will tolerate
further movement until pore pressures are dissipated and long term stability
ensured.
38. Hutchinson12 has referred to another important aspect concerning pore

pressures in that falls from the face of a cliff on to an unstable undercliﬁ‘ may
not only provide a trigger mechanism to set a slide in motion but may also give
rise to high local pore pressures equivalent to the load of the fallen ground and
hence a high temporary reduction in resisting forces.
39. It is important to be able to make reasonable assessments of the worst
combinations of ground water levels and tides for a stability analysis where the
toe emerges below high water mark. Generally, the worst case will be found
to occur at times ofthe highest water tables and lowest tide. In certain special
circumstances, reduced stability of a non-circular slip may occur at high water
due to increased pore pressure ratio to total overburden at the toe of the slip
and this possibility should not be overlooked.
40. Ground water may be detrimental to stability for two different reasons.
Where the water emerges from the undercliff as springs, internal erosion may
result adjacent to the issue, with or without associated piping, leading towards
collapse of the Cliff above. High ground water levels will reduce stability
since they will reduce effective normal stresses across potential surfaces of
slipping and hence reduce effective shearing resistance; in addition high ground
water surface gradients in the direction of sliding will increase the forces
provoking slipping and any valid method of analysis should take account of
such force. When considering any form of drainage we must therefore take
account ofthe different requirements ofthese two aspects ofthe water problem:
(i) To prevent surface springs it is necessary to provide sub-surface
drains with ﬁlters designed to suit the ground. Experience shows
that Terzaghi’s rules of maximum ﬁlter particle size given by
R50< 30 and R15 <18 provide an effective ﬁlter where R relates to
the ratio between the size of sieve passed by the ﬁlter material and
the material to be protected, the sufﬁx ﬁgure indicating the percentage passing the sieve sizes concerned. Particularly where the ﬁlter
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medium has to be graded in intermediate sizes, the possibility of
continuing ground movement requires very generous thicknesses of
each size of ﬁlter medium to reduce the risk of failure. It may
alternatively be practical to make use of nylon fabric ﬁlters with or
without accompanying granular filter. There is no need to set the
drain deep since its primary purpose is simply to ensure that springs
no longer break surface at times of maximum flow.
(ii) Where questions of stability arise, it is necessary to consider a deeper
system of drainage or one which provides a high degree of cut-off
landward ofthe area vulnerable to slipping. Surface water drainage
towards the rear of the undercliﬁ" may play an important role in
reducing percolation into the ground.
41. Apart from deep cut—off drain to the rear of the slip, counterfort drains,
to maintain low water tables, may be provided at intervals down the face of
the unstable undercliﬁ‘. The counterfort drains, backﬁlled with ﬁlter material
and with stone or hardcore, will also provide a certain degree of buttressing for
shallow slips. Trenches for cut-off drains may reduce the resistance to sliding
and the siting of deep drains should take account of this factor. Coast protection works have often to be designed to factors of safety far lower than
those accepted for engineering structures and the consequences of small movements or local failures should be taken into account in assessing the overall
economics of the works to be undertaken, including the costs of maintenance.
Extreme storms may cause local damage and part of the concept of design
must be to limit the spread of such damage laterally or inland.

Remedial works
42. The traditional and well proven methods of stabilizing an unstable
underclilf are by regrading and by drainage. In order to evaluate the benefits
of a scheme of regrading it is necessary to know the approximate positions of
the surface of actual or potential failure. The object must be to reduce loading
immediately above a portion of the surface of failure inclined markedly inland
or to increase loading over the surface sloping markedly upwards in the direction of the sea. Lesser beneﬁt, the extent depending upon the properties of
the ground, will be achieved by loading above the sensibly horizontal portions
ofthe surface of failure for a frictional type of ground. Care is often necessary
in ensuring that the stabilization of slopes nearer to the sea will not lead to an

unacceptable reduction ofthe factor of safety ofother deeper or more extensive
slips. It is frequently found that slipping of a softer material leads to tilting
and periodical subsidence of slices of the upper clili‘ composed of a stronger
material. Hence any removal of ground which may be composing a talus
against the foot of the high cliff should only be considered with caution.
43. A particularly attractive method of providing toe weighting is by the
accumulation of a natural beach. Where there is a strong assured littoral
drift this object may be achieved by the construction of groynes, not however
overlooking the expectation that the trapping of beach in this way may well
lead to the formation of a scour hole of comparable volume at the downdrift
end of the protected beach.2 In addition, such a solution must take account
of the intermediate condition arising from the anticipated rate of accumulation
and must entail conﬁdence in the permanent retention of the beach material,
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in the face of the most adverse conditions of wind, wave and tide. As an
alternative to conventional groynes a parallel otl‘shore breakwater may be considered for the same purpose. Such a breakwater operates in this manner:
((1) increased shelter in the ‘shadow’ of the breakwater will encourage
a steeper inshore proﬁle and a beach projected seaward of the line
to each side, tending towards the formation of a tomboloz;

(b) partial refraction off the ends of the breakwater will encourage
littoral drift into the section concerned;
(c) where appreciable longshore littoral drift exists, equivalent. to the
accumulation behind the offshore breakwater, scour will occur off
the downdrift end.
44. Oll‘shore breakwaters, exposed or partially submerged, have been
widely used but not in Britain. Ideally they require a tideless sea, a firm
bottom, a shoaling inshore sea—bed, together with economic condition for
Obtaining and placing rock ﬁll.
45. The solution adopted at Folkestone Warren in 1949 was to remove a
certain amount ofchalk from the slipped area (over the rising back of a minor
slip and over the sensibly horizontal surface of the major slips) and transfer
this material to the beach where it was contained by a massive surrounding wall
of precast concrete blocks with a reinforced concrete apron.13
46. Barton-on—Sea has attracted attention as a typical scene of coastal
landslips caused by water bearing sands overlying clay.ll At the time of the
design of remedial works there appeared to be an assurance of a reasonable
supply of littoral drift of shingle to provide a beach, derived from erosion of
the unprotected cliffs westwards. The scheme of groynes and breastwork is
shown in Fig. 2. The breastwork was designed also as a ﬁlter to allow free
movement of water draining from the ground behind and hence to increase
the angle of stability of the lower part of the undercliff. It was evidently
necessary to intercept the relatively high flows of water draining from the
Barton Sands and which maintained a waterlogged condition ofthe underlying
silts. Several alternative schemes were studied including a heading tunnel
beneath the clill‘s in the sands, a heading in the clay with raised drainage shafts
and, in view of the inland component of dip of the strata, a system of drainage
wells fitted with pumps some way inland of the cliff. This latter was the only
scheme comparable in cost to that ultimately selected, whose principal feature
was a deep drainage trench with cut-01f piling into the underclilf (Fig. 2).
The diHiculty of any scheme on the undcrclitl~ was seen to be the possibility
of damage or further movement before the drain became fully effective. The

prospect of maintenance and operation of well pumps in perpetuity was considered undesirable and such a scheme could not be 100%, effective in preventing the ﬂow of water towards the sea. Boreholes in the underclilf disclosed
considerable pockets of plateau gravcls from the top ofthe cliff and an attempt
was made unsuccessfully to use one such existing pocket as a natural ﬁlter
tapped by a thrust-bored drain. Generally the drainage was considered in
two distinct parts. Ground water intercepted by the main drainage trench
and by subsidiary features from other perched water tables in water-bearing
zones was discharged direct to the sea. Surface water was generally designed
to be intercepted by open drains to the landward side of berms formed in the

undereliﬁ" with slight falls inland.
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It is important always with such a scheme
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of drainage to ensure that surface water does not lead to silting of the ground
water system.

47. Brief mention should be made of the more exotic proposals“) for
stabilizing landslips which might have application to the coast, such as the use
of electro-osmosis for drying out mud ﬂows, heat treatment of clays and the
use of a chemical or cement grouting of ﬁssures (this latter has normally more
relevance to man-made poorly compacted embankments than to normal landslips, apart from rock falls). Since coastal erosion has normally been continuing over a long period it is unusual to ﬁnd property values immediately
adjacent to an unstable area to be so high as to justify the more expensive
expedients of drainage by tunnel or mechanical anchorage by tendons, although
these may be locally practicable expedients.

Conclusions
48. Coastal landslips provide a rich variety of problems of the ground and
of the sea. The appropriate economic solutions are simple in principle but
often fairly subtle in detailed concept. It is usually far more important to be
able to recognize the signiﬁcant factors alI‘ecting stability than it is to attempt
to apply any very precise method of analysis. Academic studies of landslips
that have occurred may justify sophistications that are totally irrelevant to the
engineering of remedial works to the incipient landslip.
49. Perhaps the most important capability of the engineer who works in
this ﬁeld is that of observation. To stand on a clitl‘ top on a ﬁne day may

reveal a wealth of information about the problems to be countered.

The

pattern of the sea and the distribution of the beaches will indicate the shape
of the sea-bed and the predominant wave directions. The nature of the
exposures will often reveal the geological structure in some detail, while the
topography of the ground will reveal circular slips (landward sloping surfaces),
compound slips (steps in the ground marking grabenf’), superﬁcial slips (tears
and hummocks) and secpages (growths of coltsfoot) and so the list might continue. The forces at work are elemental and the engineering must be under-

taken on the same scale.
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tl) Shailow,predominantlyseasonalcreep:
(a) bell Creep
(b) Talus creep
t3) Deepscatcd continuous creep: mass
creep

(3) Progresswe creep

(4) Freeze-than movements
(:1) Solitluetion
FROZEN
(b) Camhering and valley bulging
GROUND
(c) Stone streams
PIHNOHTNA
(d) Rock glaCicrs

(5) Translational slides
(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)

Rock slides: block glides
Slab. or flake slides
Detritus. or debris slides
Mudﬁows
(i) Climatic mudtlows
(ii) Volcanic tnudllovvs

(e) Bog, flows: bog bursts
(f) Flow failures

LANDSLID) s

(i) Locss tlows
(ii) Flow slides
(6) Rotational slips
(.1) Single rotational slips
(1)) Multiple rotational slips
(i) In still. fissured clap

(ii) ln soft, C\lfa->Cnill)\'€ clays:
clay ﬂows
(c) Successive. or stepped rotational
slips
(7) Falls
(3) Stone and boulder falls
(b) Rock and soil falls

the tinder!)tng sotl. The use by Sharpe (1938: see
reference in Ter/agln. Will) of the term "rock-

creep" to describe these too phenomena is tittfortunate. it is better reserved for the tnass creep of
rock at depth.
lb) Talus Creep. This in\olves the very slou
downslope nimement of the surface layers of the
slopes of rock fragments or scree which l}PlCLtll_\'
occupy the foot of steep cltll's. Such material. \\’ltlt
some exceptions. is predominantly frictional.
rather coarse and well drained and in the steeper
talus slopes stands at inclinations. often of around

35°.vshich approach its angle ol'interiial friction. ln
general. recurrent expansion and contraction from
temperature fluctuations probably make an im-

portan‘t contribution to talus creep. ln periglacial
egiotts. talus czeep is probably stimulated by free/ethaw processes. {ates of talus creep of as much as
l0 cmxyr have been observed in such a climate by
Rapp (1961).
'
(3) Deep-scum! Continuous Creep," Muss Creep,

This type of creep can be expected to occur in all
sorls and rocks vv hich are subjected to shear stresses
in excess of the critical. lt is probably the result of

viscous movements and has a much lovver order of
magnitude than the other forms ot‘creep mentioned
in Table 1. It is therefore of chief significance
when acting alone. below the zone of mantle cr ep.
Mass creep in rock slopes is mentioned by Terzaglii

(1953; see reference in llaefeii. I953). There is. as
yet. scarcely

any

direct

field

evidence for

its

existence.
(3) Progresxii‘e Creep. Creep mmements of this
type occur in slopes Which are approaching failure.

They are thus characterized by a stress level near to
that at which failure takes plti e and b} gradually

(8) Sub-aqueo-Js slides
(a) lilo“ slides
(b) Under—consolidated clay slides

increasing and relatively high rates of mmement.
Such movements frequently tlflii‘ through. and
hasten. a progressive deterioration in strength.

particularly in slopes of heauh oxerconsoiidated.
rnents contribute little to the net downslope ere-e ..
(8) Soil Creep. This all‘ects the surface zone ofthe
soil mantle and is espectall) actiie iti regions with a

wide seasonal variation in climate. Annual donnslopc surface movements tend to increase vrith slope
angle and soil collord content and vary in order of
magnitude from less than lnim to se\eral centis
meters. On the more elate) slopes. the greater part
of the creep is lllscl) to result from \olume changes
caused by netting and timing. Observations .
gest that soil creep movements diminish progres-

sively with depth and are most marked in a surface
l;t)er less than a meter thick.

The ellects of soil creep are \\ ell revealed by the
(lovvnslope deﬂection of weathered outcrop: Of
stratiﬁed rock in hillsides The slovx and largel)
seasonal downhill nimeiiient of isolated haulders’
or blocks on slopes. for example. of as l!lllC as 5“
would seem also to he a manifestation of creep in

argillztceous sediments. A well-documented case
record of progressive creep in a slope of such
material at Kensal Green. London. is given by
Skempton (1964). The total movement there during
the year preceding failure was apprmiinatelv :0 cm.
ln heterogeneous slopes. progressis e creep deformation ofthe less rigid strata can effect a further reduction of the overall stability b_\‘ bringing about the
fracture of more rigid. oxerljsing beds.
Froren Ground Phenomena. Phenomena resulting
predoniinantl} from the natural processes ol
freezing and thawrng of ground moisture are “1‘chspread and in both their actiie and their reliet
forms are currently much studied Only those in\‘ol\ing significant dounslopc ntass nimenient Lite
mentioncd below:
(-1) l'rt't'nwrlmu' .\]ll."l‘H!('Hf\. ta) Solitluction This
imolvcs the slow, dovviixlnpe itioiernent of surface
material under the inﬂuence of freeze-than processcs. ln periglacial ennrnnments. solitluction is one
6x9
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of the main agents ofdenudatron lltzipo. Nolland
varies hetuecn general. creep‘lilx inmenients and
loCali7L1d. more actite forms \s'hiLh grade into the

Alpine type of mudilow (Sharpe. 10.131. lt is most
active when shallou thauinL1 of the slope. generally
to a depth of less than a meter. produces saturation
of the surface layer .1me the impermeable. stillfrozen subsoil. l-‘rost heming sods are particularly

susceptible.
Solilluction deposits are characteristically unsorted and are limited in source to the higher parts
of the slope. which may be inclined as little as 2°
(Flint. l957; see reference in Menard [904)
(b) Carnlwring and Valley Bulging. lhse related
features ytere first clearly recognized in l9“ by

llollingu'orthfl’aylorand Kellauaylsee referencein
Termghi. I950) 111 the Northampton lronstone field
ofceittral England. where they '11. re belieyed to have :1.

Late Pleistocene origzn. The ironstone occurs in the
near-horizontal and relatitely thin Northampton
SanLls,\\'liicl1 are the uppermost so hd rocks in the
neighborhood. These are underlarn. contorinably.
by a great thickness of the Li1is.1nto \\thh shallow
valleys, typically lIOO—ISOO meters wide and 45
metersdeep.haxebeeneroded Escayations ford-11m
trenches in the valley bottoms have shown the Lias
there to be thrust strongly upward and contorted.

while opencast workings in the Northampton Sands
occupyinr1tlieiitterﬂuyes rexeal a general vulleyward
increase of dip ot camber‘ of this stratum. often

passing into dip and faultsstructure suggesting corresponding (l0‘1‘1ll\\3fd ni O\LmCttls along the 1.111lLy
margins. in adjusting to these moyL1.1nents the rigid

cap rockliasoLL11L1is1o1a'eLl by successixe regul;l1r 1
spaced ﬁssures \\lllClt parallel the 12 llL1\ and are
known as “gulls". Similar features haw been recog-

nized in other parts of Englmd and in Bohemi'i.
The mechanisms by \‘1'lllCll ca mbe ring1 and whey
bulging h;1\e been formed rcn1.11n to be establi lied.
(c) Stone Streams. Also called stone “VCI‘S. these
are linear concentrations of boulders on slopes and
valley floors. Related to sohiluction deposits. they
reach lengths of more than 1 km and thicknesses of

several meters. Stone streams are abundant in
formerly glaciated areas of Europe and North
America. Most are now inaetne. Although these
features are not fully understood, it seems likely
that the majority represent the residue of solifluetion deposits from Much the tines hate been

washed out (Flint. 1957).
(d) Rock Glaciers. Also called rock streams.
these are glacier—like accumulations of angular
rock waste \yhiL'h itt their loner parts frequently
exhibit successiie lohate r1dgcs.s’tiguestiiig flow.

They may exceed 1 L111 111 lengt l1 11.11! hate :1 thickness of 30 meters or trioie. RuLl; glaciers seem to be
conﬁned to Currently glaciated terrain. generally
contain interstitial ice at LlL'ptli,;trt'1i are sortietimes
genetically (muteeted \kllll true glaciers tllaez‘eli.

I953; l'lint. HST) 'lilie origui of the-1e features and

the ritcchauics of their motion is still in Lllbl‘lllL‘.
\Vhile creep may contribute to the mmetttetzt of
some rock glaLiL-rs. it seems that the inaioitiy.
especially the more acme. inme predominantly
through ice tlouage and are better regarded 1:. a

form of mass transport.
Landslides. Landslides are to‘atitelv rapid mote
merits involung ldElLlfC. ln lurter contrast to
mantle and mass creep moientents. \1 here there is
generally a continuous gradation hem cm the
stationary and the moving 11:11te1'111l the11,.er:1e:'1t
in landslides takes place charact eristicallt on. one or

more discrete surluces which de tine sharply the
moving mass. (T he strain distribution 111 progressrte
creep moyentents is likely to be transttional between
these mo extremes.)
(5) Translational Slides. Landslides of this type
are usually fairly rapid and involxe shear failure on
a fairly plane surface running It richly parallel to
the general slope of the ground. th moteme ms of
the slide masses are therefore predor ii: 1anti \
translational and re‘atiiely shallow. tl.c depth to
the shp surface Le ine as :1 wk le .3 1.13111 oi c-tentii
of the distance trorn toe to rear searp 01 the slide.
Translational slides are chara:terrstic ofslooes r-f
largely frictional material. in uhreh the rapid increase of shear strength 111th depth inhibits the
development of a deeper. rotational type of
failure. They are also Widespread iii cohesite soils
in “him the failure surface is predetermined by a
marked hL1teroeeneity. such as 11 sh: .rp transuiori
from sort to hard 1111tterial \‘lllt death. or the
presence of an adversely located weal; layer Within
the slope.
ta) Rock Slides or Block Glides. These are the
most clear-cut type of translatronril failure. The
rock mass involved may mote as one or break up
to produce a multiple failure. In either case. rnotetnent is generally fairly rapid. lhe s.lip surlace is
commonly formed b' abetldin 9L L1\a age 01 1111111
plane. frequLntly occupied by art areillaLeous tilhng.
In the rock slide of l81)() at Golda-Li. Suit/eriund.
failure occurred on a bedding plane in stratified
marly sandstone. dipping approximately parallel to
the valley side at about 25$. The yoltnne of rock
involted is estimated to have been about l5 1 it)“
cubic meters (TCUHfIlil. 1950; llaefeh. 19531.
(b) Slab Slides. '1 hese are Similar in form to rock
slides. hut ltl\0l\C uneeinented materials. The landslide at Jticklield. Shropshire. described by Henkel
and Skempion in IQS-l (see reference in Skeznnton.
NM). exemplifies :1 failure of this type in the

moderately deep \teathered zone 01 hard. L'pper
Carboniferom cliiys.Tl11'il at l'urie. Noruay. report ed by the “HWY 111 I‘ll)! was determined. in
Cotitr tst. by the prLseiiLeLot 11 thirii .1_\L1r ml 111:: c.\' clay.
iritL'rbeddL'Ll in silty l’ost- L'lziLial deposits and dip~
pint: :it1n 11': erzlge inclination of ;1"1111.:t (1‘ l1.-r1v'.1in
thL slope ftv t ln both of the slides. t e l'iihitrv 111.1“
irio'vLLl plCLlllllllllilnllV11\'1t\lntllt.‘ uttit \lultipl. rlah
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slides also occur. These are usually retrCieressiy'e. but
progresstye forms are also Lth‘ail.
(c) Detritus or Debris Slides. These slides are
characterized by the tendency of the slide material

to behaye as a more or less Colics‘iriitless mass.
still‘cring considerable distortion during movement.
They generally occur on l'arrly steep slopes. typically
between about 15 and -ttt°~ and are frequently fairly
rapid. The depth 01' the nioiement and the degree

of distortion riivolycd is intluenced largely by the
colt! ion ofthe slide debris. At one extreme. heayrly
weathered clay debris may approach the nature of

'l he term rec/nice t'rori'mt is employed when
groundwater tllsClltll't‘CS at a tree 1'. ce and the seepagedrag maybe large enough to dislodge indiy iduai
particles of the soil. thus permittrny their remoyal.
This phenomenon is largely conlined to soils in the

coarse silt to tine sand range. It occurs typically at
the base 01' a free face of \saterbearine. tine cohesionless material underlain by an impermeable bed.
The resultant back-sapping tends to undermine the
superineumhent strata and prod ice their eyentual
collapse (Terzaghi. WSU).
till Volcanic mutillovss' or lahars occur in associa-

a slabs/((10: at the other is tl e .iuur/ I'Hll in slopes of
dry, cohesionless material. in which the mmernent
involves only the grains in a thin surface layer.

tion wrth explosive eruptions and arise from the
sudden supersaturation of great accumulations of

Extremely rapid debris slides often result from

water may be derived from the erection of crater

sudden heavy rainfall. particularly in the tropics. ln
cold mountainous regions. signiﬁcant mass movements are brought about by dirty snow ayalartches.

yolcanrc dust and ashes The necessary supply of
Likes. the condensation of steam clouds or the

as pointed out by Rapp (1961). 30th these types or'

melting of snow banks. Mudllows of this typ: are
frequently terribly destructive and may one some
of their mobility to included gases. ln l929,

movement clearly grade into mass transport.
((1) Mudflows. These lomi an important group
of mass inmements’. and again, in their \tetter

Scrryenor (see reference in Thornbury. l9€>~ll described 11 Javanese volcanic mudtlmx' uhrc’n. in
threequarters of an hour. overwhelmed a tract of

manifestations. in\ol\e a strong element 01' pass
transport They are typically glacier-him in form.
with surface slopes ranging from about 25° to less
than 1° and normally consist of poorly sorted,

land extending oyer 38 km from the crater and
having a width of up to 4 km. (See La/rur. pr Vol.
\"lJ
te) Bog Flows or Bog Bursts. These consist of

weathered rocl; debris in a soft, clayey matrix.
Their moyemcnts are commonly highly seasonal

ment of masses of saturated peat. They are con-

and vary widely in rate bctyteen the drt‘t'erent types

of flow.
(i) Climatic mudflows develop characteristically

ttcn‘itlll steep. bare slopes of deeply weathered.
ﬁssuicd or jointed rock. \\h!Cll serye as a debris
source. If, upon wetting. a sullicient anrount of the

-accumulatcd debris breaks down to a clayey paste.
mudﬁoxying will begin. This cycle is naturally
favored by climates \\ hieli alternate between stimulatiug the production of rock and soil debris and
providing a fairly plentiful supply of \yater.
That such conditions are not limited to the semiarid and Alpine ennroninents‘ recognized by Sharpe
U938) is illustrated by the widespread occurrence

of niudtlows in southern England. These “temperate mudllous" dcrelop on outcmp; of merconsolidated clays and are currently most active on
the coast. where their tongues are subrrect to

marine erosion. Summer drying: and shrinkage in
the steep upper clill‘s lead to falls of hard clay tragments‘ \yhicli. particularly in tissured clays. supply
much of the debris. ’1 his is supplemented by trost
spallint: and shallou slides during the urnter. “hen
the Chief mudllow mote-merits occur. An altci‘natiye
supply mechanism. uhicli at‘t'ects both tissured and
intact clays. is the ur’itierniirring of clay beds by
seepage ermion in an underlying tine sand. The
mudliou marg'ins are yenerally sharply defined and
Slickcnsided. 'l he tritiucinenis ot a irrudtlou in the
Load in Clay h;i\e recently been obserycd by the
writer to .ippruxiritate putt: i'iliHI.

the predominantly translational. downhill moveﬁtted to ombrogenous nures and are common in the
rainy. mountainom areas of lreland and north-ytcs‘t
England. Marry examples are described in the
St'lt'lllt‘ﬂt' Prticet'i.’ili_z::; of the Royal Dublin Suctety.
The most catastrophic bog bursts are assocmted
wrth raised bogs. uhrch consist typically of a

domed mass 01‘ soft peat enclosed uttl‘nn a perimeter (it~ firmer material. On receiving a sudden

access of water, it appears that such a bog. may
suell until some form of failure releases the inner.
semitluid peat. In a burst of this type in the
Knoeknagee a bog County Kerry. lrelnnd on
December 28. lSElé. nearly 5 x l0" cubic meters of

peat were discharged.
Bursts in blanket bog. which forms on slopes up
to about 15° in \set. mountainous areas of northwest Britain, are more limited iii extent. In the
deeper blanket hogs, on slopes as ﬂat as 3 or 4°.
failures typically intolye areas of the order of
4 x 10‘ square meters and are accompanied by a
discharge of semitlutd peat. On the steeper slopes.
ofa bout 0 - 15°. the blanltet bog is generally thinner
and the “hole peat profile may be fairly limi.
Failures in such situations are more limited in
mum and are better described as hot- slides.

(f) l'lmv Failures. These originate through the
collapse of metastable structure in certain loose.
predominantly non»coiiesiye silts 0r litre sands,
“lllcll are generally also saturated. Such collapse
tisurilly results from a sudden disturbance and
probably giycs I'hL‘ to transient. high ptiie ptessurcs
6‘)!
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in thc failing nit'tLriil which give it hricﬁy a scmi~
ﬂuid charraw.
(1) LoL‘ss flows although not yet closcly inicstigated. appcar to iiiiohc thL- tuiltir'L‘ ol' Virtually dr_1
deposits. Collapsc is usiuilly catisL-d b1 carthqualsc
shock. probal1l1 through hrcakirig of thc “cal;
iiitcrgranular bonds llic mobility of tl'1L1 rcsultant
ﬂows suggcsts that porc-arr prL'ssurL‘s mziy be

generated “Hill“ the ﬂow masscs. LoL-ss flows in
Missouri and Kansu. China. are rclcrrcd to b)
Tcrlaghi (1950).
(ii) How slidcs occur chictlv in strhaqucous L111-

virontiicrits (soc Scctron S) Flo“ slides lime also
been inittntcd in saturated. or ncnrly sattiratcd.
metastable dcposits above t’rcc tiritcr' last by slip
movcmcnts. pilL1 driiing. explosions and earth-

quakcs. Arttticml sand lills 11nd industrial \Iastc
dcposits. pnrtic iilarly wherc plaLcd h1draulicall1.
ha1'c‘occn tiiirli' lrcqucntly1n10l11d.
(6) Ruiz/11111111! 5/1/11. Rotational landslips occur
principall) in slopcs lurgcly liormcd 01‘. or undcrlain
b), a fairly thick and rclatiwlv horriogcncous

deposit ol‘cl.1v or shalo FarlurL 111.115 pl11cc.usu1xll_1'
faii'l1 rapidl) by shearing on;111cli d:l1r1.-ed. sonic\1'lintcur1'cd. shp surtacc. This. hcing, conca1c up-

ward. imparts :1 dcgrcc ol baL k11111'd rotation to tlic
slipping mass 11 inch produccs sinking tit thc rear.
homing at the to: and back-tilting1 01‘ the slippcd
strata. Elongated pcols coir 1110an collect in the
(leprcssion l‘ormL'd bciiind the shppcd mass. li‘nilurcs
of this type 11rL1 11s .1 class more Lch-p-scatcd than
translational slidcs.
The main typcs of rotational landslip arc illus»

trntcd in Fig, l. FurthL-r subdi1 ision is made below:
(a) Singlc Rotational Slips. Thcsc arc character—

izcd by the pr'cscncc 01a singlc. coricaic slip snrtace
Upon which the slipping mass moics as '11 1ii1uall1'

coherent unit (Fig. 1). They hmc

/

ccii'cd much

nttcntion iii the i1-otccliriicnl litcttttttrL‘ as the) arc
of frequcnt occurrc riL'L' 111 cutting1 A t1p:c.1l laudslip of this 1111: is that 111 Lodalcn. .NOr\\.t1‘_ LILN'

cribcd b1'Sc11111lsoii(I956;scc1L1t’cr'L‘ri-L'crrisitcrrip1on. I964).
(b) Multiplc

Rotational Slips.

L'ndcr ccrtatri

circumstances r'ctrogrcssron 111‘ single rotdltOlLtl
slips can occur. producing two or more Sltmk‘d
blocks. cach 11'ith a cimcd slip surlacc Lingcritral

to a common. gcncrally dccp-scatcd. slin sole tl'ig.
l). Clearly, as the number of units incrL‘a s. the
overall charactcr of the slip bccorncs nrorc tr11ns~
lzitional. though in Ruling. cach block itsclfrotaitc1s

backwards. Two \1idcl1' dillicrcirt 111135 of multiplc
rotational slip can be. rccognr'zcd.
til ()nc t1pc occurs in .i'iif/L

Insured (lat-5.
Prerequisites for thc occurrence of multiple rotutiona! slips in such clays ztppczir to 'oc hurl} high

rclicl‘. the prcscncc of a considerable capping
stratum of wcll~jointcd but otherwise competent
rock, a rclati1'clytliicL1; layer oftrndcrl1ii'1g city or
shalc,ur1d zicti1'c and continuing erosion 1111..: foot
01' the slope. In Britain the most 111311-de 0'1'd

landslips of this 11pc are found on the coast and
appear to have a Post-glacial origin. Lom iritcr1als
seem to hint? elapsed bctuccn 1l1L1 12111 L1 of cons'ccuti1c blocks. and contcmporary 211'11'1121 13:13."ally comprises clirctly :1 renewal ol~ mo'.L1..1 1111 in

thc old slippcd masses.
A 11'L‘ll-in1'csticatcd multiple rotatiotnl l.

is 1h:11 at the Flo lxcstonL‘ Warren on the sit

slip
COLA!

ethnglztnd. lliis 1n1'0l1'cs a 45 on1L1 rthi; ‘1; cud Lt‘
Gaultclxiycappcdh1 onr llOrnLtscr o.(h l.-:.ar.d
11115 describcd by Toms in 1953 ts'LL rert‘1 cncc in
Bishop and B_|L1rrum, 19001.
Multiple rotational slips rarely occur in Chris

formed entirely of still. tissurcd clays. li‘. 1h: absence of a competent cap rock. the r
forniLd h1' thL init1.~l 111p is 11L1gr111.d sc
shallow slips sorl falls and 11111111 011s 1l111t unicss
erosion at the toc of il-L proieL ring slip masses is

~— Slope. failure
Lxchtiorially511111rL.thc L1anr1l lL11Ll oi imposcd
strLsscs d 15 no! at. 1n risL‘ .1h 1:11.111 1 to bring

/ / (It,

SiNoLL

about a further dccp scared tarlurc.

MuLTtpLL

\

3:7“)
\

SuccEssivE

(ii) The otlicr 1111c is round onl} in 511/1. 11111.11St'nsi’tit'u (1111‘s. RL'trOgrL‘ssi'1c iarlttrm 1n LlL‘l‘C“llS of
quick cltry form a distinctnc catcgory L11" muliipi:
rotational slip. to 11 inch [hC 1.1110 and Post-3.11.11:1;1l
ninrinc clays oi Nor-11111 1111.1. cast. (7111111631 arc

particularly pronc. 1‘1 good manipi: is llz‘L‘ inndslip
at Ullcrisakcr. ticscribcd l1} Bicr'rtiin 111 NH 1.x":
rcl‘crcricc irI iisliop and le‘tl’tllll. 1111101 \ltch
litilttrcs ycnci'all) [11311111 '111111.1\11‘.i!iL‘ {L1l1tlla'tti1ll5lll‘
inn bani; prodtrccd b). 1l1111.1l 1111.;11111 1.' 11 11.23.:hor'i/ont11l surface of tl'1L" clay dcpoxn. Tltc <iip
movcriicnts rciiiold thc 11111;}. c1111 formir
1.1-1.1

lon'cr part of thL' initial slip to tlic 1:111:112'1L'11 ' 01’ a
licaI'y liquid. This runs out ot~ tiic \llLiL‘ c.1111}.
FtG. l..‘\l;ign11p1'x (it‘rotatronal latidslip

(111111111: 11rth it ii.ll.L'\ 111 thL' still.\1.1‘.11l::rc1lcrti‘:
which tioriiiall) forms thc uppcr' {ch n‘i1t1rrs 01' 1h:
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deposit. The steep rear searp ,is thus left tinsupported. and a further rotational slip is induced.

These failures are confined to the surface mm of
melt in \iliieli the ell‘ects of pressure release and ot

This, in turn. is largely fl‘liiOlc ed .ind tions out of

seasonal \aii;itititis iii teiiipci'ature and clet't~y\ater
pressure are most signiticaiit. ln Noryyay. a “idespread. ivcll-iiiarked annual peak oi rock-fall
intensity in the spring suggests thaning t‘ollotying
frost-bursting to be a relevant mechanism (Rapp.

the cavity, and retroeressiye failures continue until
a stable scarp is attained. The retroeression is extremely rapid. consecutive slips folloiting each
other in a matter of seconds. Lateral spread of the
mote front the riyer than in the more yxeathered.

l‘ltil),
8,514/iilr,itlt'iiiit Shdt'X. The processes ofweathering

somewhat stronger material forming the river bank.

and erosion, which under subaerial conditions are

This pives these slips their ‘liaracteristic bottle—
necked shape in plan and their Scandinauan name
of “bottle-neck slide" in quicl; clay. Either this

the chief promoters of mass movement. are largely
absent from subaqueous iiiilieus. \yhere deposition

failure is usually more marlxed in the deposits re-

name or that of “clay ﬂow" stii'eesteil by 'l'er'laehi

and l’eck (1948; see also Teryaizhi. l950i is preferable to the term "flow slide“ sometimes used.
as the latter has long been applied to liquefaction
failures in loose noncohesive deposits tsee Sections
5 and 8).
(c) Successive or Stepped Rotational Slips.
Slopes of still'. lissured clay that are approaching
their angle of ultimate stability frequently exhibit

repeated, shalloit rotational slips. {The angle of
uitimate stability is discussed by Skempton and
Del-ory. 1957 (see reference in Skernpton. 1964!.

and consolidation naturally predominate and relief
is generally more subdued Fo~’5il structures result
iiig. frotn submarine slumping have long been
known. however. and recent oceanographic iiiiestigation has established tirmly that contempo-

rary submarine slides and

resultant

turbidity

currents are widespiead and extensive (Menard.

1964).
In shallow. coastal waters. the bottom sediments
are subject to disturbance by waves and tides. and
submarine slides are frequent. particularly in areas
such as large river deltas \\ here the rate of sedi—
mentation is high. The volume of such sublittoral

who conclude it to be about 10° for the London
Clay] Each rotational slip is of limited extent in a

slides ranges from 10" to at least 3 x 105 cubic

direction donn the slope but of considerable extent

rently be distinguished:
(a) l-‘lovv Slides. Under certain conditions. masses
ofcohesionless or slightly cohesive silts or tine sands
are deposited underwater with a metastable struc-

across it. thus forming a succession of cross-slope
steps or terraces (Fig. 1). Typical successive rota—
tional slips, \iith terrace \vidths between 9 and

12 meters and rear scarps about 1.5 meters high,
occur on 35-meter high slopes of approximately
12° inclination in the London Clay.
Some of the features known as tormeettes may
represent a miniature form of stepped rotational
slip. Investigations of [CTIZICCUCS by Odtim are
referred to by Sharpe tl938’i.
he) seem to occur

chiefly 0n relaiiyely steep slopes in somewhat fric~
tional soils.
7. Falls. Falls comprise the more or less free
descent of masses of 3011 or roc‘x of any si7e from
steep slopes or clitl‘s. As Rapp (1961) has emphasized. on a slope steep enough to be sub-tect to falls.

no SlflltlfiCttItt protective mantle of rock waste can
accumulate and mass moyeiiient can proceed as
fast as the weatheiing and disintegration of the
parent mass permits
(a) Stone and Boulder Falls Tliese involve dis-

turbance of the equilibrium of reel. bodies \thieh.
already physically separated from the clitT. are

merely lodged upon it. They are thus relatnely
limited in niai'nitude.
(b) Rock and Soil l'ails These are chaiacterized

by a frequently protracted phase of progresshe
separation of a mass from its parent clitl \vliich
cvcntualb leads to it“ abrupt collapse. The separa-

tion is ellL-etetl initially by the eiotsili of tension
Cracks: the final rcleas: \‘idiltf roci; mass commonly
0CCUf§1llftWthIlt shear tailLire ot‘tlie root of the mass.

meters (Menard. I964). Tuo main types can cur—

ture [see Section 5). A subsequent slight disturbance

maybe sullicientto causeacollapseofthis structure.
which can lead. through the generation of transient

high pore-water pressures, to a ﬂow slide tTer7aghi.
1957: see reference in Menard. l964).
(bl Underconsolidated Clay Slides. Ter7a51hi
(1957) has su: :ested that under submerged condi-

tions in which predominantly clayey sediments accumulate fairly rapidly upon a slope. excess porewater pressures will build tip within the deposit
through a lag in consolidation. Under-consolidated
clay slides may then result. even on very gentle
slopes. Without further external stimulus. The numerous grooves \vliicli descend the Mississippi deli;
front are believed to be the scars ofthis t1. pe ofslide.

The abyssal plains of the ocean basin tloor are
often blanketed by great thicknesses of line—
graiiied depo>its brotnzlit in by turbidity currents.
uhich were themselyes probably initiated by slides
on the continental slope iOOislin-e 6c timer). 195‘):
see reference in Menard. 1061i. li‘i\t.‘\ll‘:.'tttl0ll§ of
the continental slope so far carried out suggest
that. as in tlie sublittoral (one. submarine ,lides
occur chieﬂy in localities having a high rate of
sedimentation. \lOst of these slides of the deeper
sea bed are thus bcliued to orig'inate. tCL‘l!!l’Clill_\.
in the lands of the submarine canyons which notch
the continental slope and form natural \CdHttL‘tll
traps (Moore. l9til : see reference ii‘. Menard. Holt.
69.1
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The larpest submarine slide yet reported is that

duit of considerable length. Several cases in which

generated by the 1923 l§\\'anto earthquake in
Sagami Wan. otf Japan. This had a volume of

large sinklieles were produced by the roof coll ipse
(if conduits ero ltd iii line sands are reported by
Terzaglti it l’cck (194M. Related subsidence into
erosion channels located at the base of deep.
blanket peat oectiis iii the Liittitsti f’etiiiittes.
(d) Subsurface Solution. lti limestone and dole»
mite regions. the drainage tends to sink under-

7 x l()'° cubic meters t.\1cnard. l‘ff¥1).TltC nature

and mechanics of these failures are still obscure
though their initiation ts often assoeiited \ch
earthquakes
Mass Motement Imolving Sinking of the Ground
Surface
In contrast to those on slopes. mass movements
invohing sinking take place by the predominantly

vertical domin itd movement of supertieial parts
of the earth's trust which at e confined on all sides.
Althouth less .ttdespread than slope nioyeinerits.
they ezir. be more deep-seated. A distinction is
draytn between the relatitely rapid subsidence.
resulting from roof breakdown in subsurface
macroeayities such as can es. and the generally more
gradual settleiiiuiit arising front a reduction in
volume of soil microcay'ities or pore spaces. The
various categories are listed in Table 2 and described below.
TABLE 2 . Mass Movmtcs’r INVOLVING SINKING or m:
GROL‘ND Strut/ice

(9) Subsidence caused by
(:1) Mining
(b) Marine erosion

(c) Subsurface erosron, or piping
(d) Subsurface solution
(c) Melting ofground ice

MASS
Mmmmt
INVOLHNU
Stsxlst;

(f) Chemical changes
(g) Outflow of l;t\a
(h) Old land mmements
(10) Settlement caused by
(a) Consolidation
(i) Surface loading

(it) Lowering ofground-wuter
level
(iii) Underdrainage
(b) Collapsing grain structure

ground and produce a systern of subtcizanean
solution channels, \\'itlespre;id subsideiices of \ery
variable form. termed stitkliot’es. result from the
solution and fall of cayern roofs and from the

collapse of oyerlying

unconsolidated deposits

(Thornbury 1964‘). These features are anion:hose
which char4eteri/e karst topography. Related
phenomena. reterrcd to generally as wintuiii nibsitfmice. occur in chalk. gypsum. anhytirite and
halite terrain (Morgan H41; see refs"
Tliornbury, 1964), Artiﬁcral solution sub
has been produced in Cheshire. England. by brine
pumping from Triassic halite deposits.
(e) Melting of Ground lee. A common fauna of

this type of subsidence is the kettle hole. ‘.\l‘t;‘.‘!l is
generally proouced by the tit-slung of a mass of
dead ice buried in glacial deposits. Less widespread

are the features reterred to as tiieminkurst. These
consist ofdepressions. termed thaw lakes and =haw
sinks \yhich haye been renorted from Alas.
and
are ascribed to subsidence lollOAlllFl the tliaairig ot
perennially frozen ground ti lint. 1957; p. 301),

(f) Chemical Changes. Cettt n subsurtuce ore
bodies suffer volume reductions as a result of
oxidation which lead to surface subsidence similar
in appearance to that producsd by min c... An
example of oxidation subsidence in Artf’t‘rnﬁ is
described by “isser (19371s e: ret-eer ii: iii Taurubury, 1964). and cases of appreciatete and continu<

itig subsidence resulting from the burninu of seams
of coal or lienite are mentioned by Sh irpe (NEH.
The lettering of the surface of peat mites as a
result ofdrainage is a complex phenomenon but in
many instances a significant part of the wt il loss

in level is due to decornposuioti ot the dtaii4ed peat.
(g) Outflow of L,,t\L1. Some volcano-es e\iiibtt

9.511btia'ence. The many forms exhibitcdare
subdiyide d accordin a to the process by which the
subsurface cavity is produced:
(41) Mining lixtensiie subsidence has been
brought about artificially by the niininu of coal.
salts and metillifei‘ous ores. Examples are giten by

Sharpe (19:5)
(h) Marine l msion. Subsidence may result from
roof coll ipse in CHL’S formed by the sea. falls ot
the itiner parts of such taxes in C Oi'lt\\Llll. .Ln glatid

haie led to the curious "blow holes” there.

steep-walled depression3 known as :u/t'uiiir' ANZA'S.
These are formed predorni natly by coll. rise fol—
lowing “ithdraual ot magma from bclmy and may
have :1 \Kid!ll of oyer 5 km \fokttaneoyteo. on the
sutiimit of the \f tuna Loa li\t. Joni; in Ha.3 .ti.
is a uood example (Thornbury. I‘M). Various
smaller-scale forms of subsidence in him tie-ids.
including roof collapse :n lam tunnels. are des-

eiihed by Cotton 1 19-14 ; sec reference tti Tlitirtibttty.
1964).
(h) Old Land Movements. Landslides. or camber-

(c) Subsurface firttsion or i’ipinu. L'tidei con»

int: nioyements» can gite rise to deep ti: sures.

ditions “here \lltc‘tpltlTAltl} to see rage erosion is
accompanied by a tenthnty to "l003ll:‘.£.” lltC‘plOgtessne ternmal or tine material on .i iziititett trout

.ilttzncd alone. the atl'ected slope and usu tily lt‘.‘ltied
iii the neighborhood of its crest. §ti:\.r:itz.il ui consolidated deposits may mantle lftdxc. ".ll’llL‘ularly if the fissures “ere ancient, and the c. .I[V\C

conmay lead to the formation of a subterranean
69-!
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ofthis loose cm er may C\t‘t‘.ltl.’lll_\‘ produce a locallv
severe. characteristically linear Slll‘sltlc‘l‘iC‘c‘.

'

l0. St'll/t'ttlt'lllt (a) Consolidation. lo a saturated
50”. the Superimposed load l\ carried partly by the
soil structure and partly hy the fluid. Usually \ttiter.
which fills the pore spaces. As the pore water is
relatitely lltCOntPfL‘\\ll7iL‘ in comparison “llh the

soil structure. any load increment is carried.
initially, by the liquid phase of the soil-water

(h) Collapsing Grain Structure. Certain loose.
dry deposits of tine sand or coarse \ll‘t exhibit considerable settlement on netting. lhis h generaliy
only large when the deposit is netted under a
superimposed load. hut in some \ery liiizhporositv
deposits. settlement can occur under the self—“eight

of the soil alone. The settlement results I'roni a
collapse of the metastable soil structure foltotttng
weal.eiiing by the water of clay bonds \\lllClt may

system. The e\ces.~ pore-water pressures. \tliich are

be present at grain contacts. and its destruction of

thus set tip. initiate a drainage process ithich ellecls
their gradual dissipation. at a rate controlled
largely by the permeability of the loaded sOil. This

iiitergranular capillary tensions. The rate of col-

transfers an increasing: proportion of the incremental stiesses to the soil structure “hich compresses accordingly. producing a surface settlement.

lapse seems to be below that necessary for ﬂow
slides to develop (see Sections 5 and 8). The
phenomenon is \tell documented iii the loess of
Europe and the United States and is reported from

This process. \thich is termed consolidation. is of
chief importance in soils. such as soft clay. with a
highly compressible structure (Ten‘agzht (E Peck.
1948). It is most frequently brought about in the
following ways:
(1') By far the most \\ idespread and extensive con-

residual granite sods in South Africa and slightly
clayey. marine sands in Angola (see papers in the
Proceedings oft/re Fifth International Court/cure on
Soil Alec/mute; and Foundation Engineering. Paris.
1961). Relatiyely tlat deposits of such soils which
suffer structure collapse unccr earthquake shock
exhibit large regional settlements. apparently un-

solidation takes place as a result of the surface

accompanied by tlow failures.

loading. through continuing deposition, of sea and
lake bed deposits. On land. consolidation of this
type is brought about by the loading impOsed, for

J. N. l-lurcnixson
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dACKGROUND f0 ENCOMBE DEVELOPMENT
DO YOU KNOW THAT:
l. in 1827, a landslip 500 yards long extended from Encombe House
eastwards to the Church. There may well have been earlier landslips
of which we have no record.

ln_l§§i, a newspaper account of a garden fete held in the beautiful
grounds of Encombe, describes the leaning and subsiding state of the
uninhabited house: ‘Great cracks appear in the walls, the windows
are assuming a diamong shape, and the pretty pavement in front of
the house has opened up considerably in places...

There are many

pretty little ponds about the estate for unfortunately the soil is
full of springs. We say unfortunately for it is, doubtless, because

of the action of water that Encombe is not inhabited...'.

In 183i, a major slide took place which involved two thirds of the
town of Sandgate and damaged 200 houses.

It extended about 920 yards

along the coast, reached just over 250 yards inland and involved
more than 40 acres of land.

(“in of Technology Building Research

Station LN 35/65).
gature (March 1895) ascribed the disaster to the geological formation

'which cannot be altered by human agency' and to the 'excessive
rainfall and the numerous springs that may be seen along the upper
limit of the disturbed area... The liability may be reduced to a
minimum by a suitable system of land drainage which shall prevent
the access of so large a body of water to so dangerous an area'.
The Builder (25 March 1893) also notes that 'water in the subsoil has
behaved in an erratic manner, springs becoming dry and so forth'.

There is also a possibility that there may be an underground
Note:
tributary or tributaries from the Enbrook stream at the eastern end
of Sandgate. This may have given rise to the name of 'En Combe'.
in legg/94, a 4000 ft long land—drain with five collection points and

outfalls to the sea, was laid from Encomhe westwards, under the
supervision of

Baldwin Latham, Engineer to

the Sandgate Local

Board

of Health. The Board had exceeded its borrowing powers and, following
legal opinion, the works were funded by consensus, out of the Lord
Mayor's Disaster Fund.

This land—drain helped to stabilise the area for many decades. Both
the Folkestone Council Planning Consent 1962 and the Halcrow Report
1967 ignored its existence.

In 1925, Encomne House which had been rebuilt in 1912, was entirely
remodelled and transformed into a Mediterranean style villa, with bea
tiful paved courtyard, well and gardens. In particular, the Water
Gardens (see O/S maps) were designed with a series of descending

ornamental pools and falls, to channel off surface and spring water.
In the 1930‘s on, the Sandgate Laundry (formerly on site of present
Wilberforde car park)

drew off 100,000 gallons of water a week, by

arrangement with the Encombe owner, until the laundry was burnt down.
In 1950, a small cliff fall occurred at the eastern end of Encombe -said to be caused by surface water discharge from Camp drains above
(Halcrow to Abbey National, 1959)
In 1251, cracks appeared in Encombe House and terrace walls. In
April, existing %" wide cracks at front of house opened to 1%" wide.
Loggia underpinned with 37 ft concrete piles and roof repaired

including 2" closing pack at ridge.(Halcrows to Abbey National, 1959)
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14. In April 1967,

Mrs Rene—Martin writes to Albert Costain, MP, to

advise him of the situation in Sandgate:

'The local council have

permitted considerable development on the Encombe Estate, and the
cutting down of trees on land where there is a known history of

landslip and inadequate drainage facilities... roads and pavements
have been dug up 8 times since Christmas in order to repair fractured
mains and cables...'. MP agrees to accompany her on site visit; notes
springs issuing from hillside in area of 'the tip'.

15. 28 May 196g, Mrs Rene-Martin shows Borough Engineer (Mr T.G.Greening)
the streams and quagmire behind Wilberforce Garages (later demolished)
ornamental
in particular the remains of the Encombe Water Gardens, an
water.
spring
and
surface
off
ing
channell
of
way
e
effectiv
and highly

This was entirely wrecked by the developers, a consortium of six of
the major

builders in Folkestone.

16. Qctober 196%, Folkestone Council adopts 1400 ft of roads through

Encombe. These have had to undergo constant repair —— see roller—coasts
effect today, and fissures in tarmac.
17. In July ngO Encombe House and grounds (2 acres 30 perches) was
offered for auction with detailed consent (5 May 1969) for the
conversion of Encombe House into 8 self-contained flats and the erectic
of 11 car ports Subject to stringent conditions. These included the
demolition of the servant's quarters to the west which were badly

cracked, and on which the car port was to be erected.
Later, the main building cracked so badly and.the front paving sank
2 feet, that, if a fire in 1978 had not tdally destroyed it, it would

have had to be demolished anyway.

UPHILL SERUGULE AGAINST A DOVNHILL FLOW
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.
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A limited site investigation consisting of two test

borin s

gall, on the hillside was recommended.
In August l9ég, work began. In the course of drilling Operations,
Mrs L.René—Martin sent a telegram to the Mayor 'urgently requesting a thir
test boring on public property, as close to toe of slip as possibhe'. This

surely, is normal procedure, unless Folkestone Council had imposed a
limited brief, in an attempt to confine the matter to the private sector
only, despite the far greater amount of public property at risk -— a
No l. borehole has since
matter that in 1988 is at last being recognised.
been built over,
useless.
In April

1919,

and No 2 and No 3

(beside John Moore statue)
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-7A WARNING (cont)

Trees: As a result of the recent hurricane, there has been a terrible
massacre of trees, especially onthe steep cliff—face.

It is surely

the

responsibility of the landowner to conserve the hillside, maintain
healthy trees and shrubs, and replant new ones.
in the planning stipulations.

This must

be

included

Stabilisation: Halcrcw 1986 proposals for stabilising the area carry

no guarantee, and will need at least a decade to prove their worth.
Halcrow's efforts to date, to intercept the flow of water (one major
cause of movement) have on their own admission been ineffectual. The
will continue to cause
unceasing flow of water from the hillside

wash-out of considerable quantities of fine silt with inevitable
subsidence and cracking-up, and this should be tackled first.

Tidal infiltration may have a far greater effect than rainwater
infiltration. The gault at the toe of the slip acts like a sponge. It
not only exudes water under pressure, but absorbs great quantities of

water at high tide.

With the enormous drop in beach 1 vels since the

1930's, depth of water at high tide is greater than ever, and can only
increase the water table for a considerable distance inland.
L a ad Drainage on Cheriton (Chunnel) Site: may also have a profound
-.
e fect.Giv1ng evidence before the Select Committee, Mrs Rene—Martin
W3 rned:
'sarth movement is thought to be associated with changes in
v ach levels, with surface water flows and, chiefly, with subsoil water
c :2
whose courses are unknown but which may have their origin in the hills
to the north. Indded,this area of Kent is well-known for its streams and
wells which suddenly dry up, then reappear
..... Those works could
disrupt the natural, seaward flow of spring water (eleven major springs
on Cheriton site due north of Encombe) and within a few years, considerable
drying—out and subsidence could occur'.
In planning future building on

the Encombe site, this new factorcannot be ignored.
In view of the deteriorating conditions since the 1969 Encombe House

planning consent, the Council should act even more warily. It should
also be understood that Halcrows are retained by the Council and therefore
their opinions will be suitably hedged in favour of the prevailing policy.
Likewise, the developer's geotechnical consultant will seek to show

'as

far as practicable' that there will be no adverse consequences directly
attributable to building operations. But even if new buildings were to
remain stable, there can be no guarantee that the surrounding areas would

not be affected. Local residents personally, and the ratepayer and taxpayer
generally, have paid dearly for the errors of the past.

LATCHGATE CONDITIONS ARE, OF COURSE, A PRECAUTION BUT THE EEEECTS 0F
'NON-NATURAL CAUSES' CAN NEVER'BE PROVED BEYOND DOUBT.

THOSE WHO

SUFFER, AS THEY HAVE SINCE 1966, WILL HAVE NO RECOURSE UNLESS CONSULTANTS
RACK THEIR ADVICE NITH INDEMNITIES. OPINIONS ALONE CARRY NO GUARANTEES.
LOCAL RESIDENTS, THEREFORE, HAVE NO ALTERNATIVE BUT To HOLD SHEPWAY
DISTRICT COUNCIL LIABLE FOR ANY FURTHER DAMAGE TO PROPERTY CONSEQUENT
UPON BUILDING OPERATIONS OR OVERLOADING OF THE SITE.

, TOWN &_COUFTRY PLANNING ACT 1962

Part III
Section 15.

(5)

Provision may be made by a developmnnt order for

designating the classes of development to which this section applies
and this section shall apply accordingly to any class of development which is for the time being so designated.
Settion 18.

(1)

Without prejudice to the generality of subsection (l)*

of the last preceding section, conditions may be imposed on the
grant of planning permission thereunder—
(a) for regulating the development or use of any land

under the control of the applicant(.......) or
requiring the carrying out of works mn any such
land, so far as appears to the local planning
authority to be expedient for the purposes of or
in connection with the development authorised by the
permission.

(* which states that the Local Authority are toknxn have
regard tp provisions of development plan and to any other

material considerations)
Section 19.

(4) Every local planning authority shall keep, in such
manner as may be prescribed by a develppment order, a regihter
containing such information as may béiprescribed with respect
to applications for planning permission made to that authority,
including information as to the manner in which such applications
have been dealt with.
(5) Every register kept under the last preceding sub—section
shall be available for inspection by tie public at all reasonable
hours.
Part VI

Compensation for Planning Decisions hestricting New Devt.
Unexpended balance of established development value°

Section 101
(4) Compensation under this part of the Act shall not be
payable in respect of the refusal of XXE permission to develop
land, if the reason or one of the reasons stated for the refusal
is that the land is unsuitable ﬁor the proposed devt. on account
of its liability to flooding crksubsisdence.
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November, 1967.
Highways Committee — 9th

RESOLVED -

‘

M‘Ns

.

,

'

£:X,

éajaﬂSf

(1) That a contribution of an amount equal to the
cost specified in the final apportionment of costs in
respect of the land belonging to British Railways be
made by the Corporation towards the cost of the
private street works.
.

(2) That this Council do, in pursuance of the
Highways Act 1959, (Code of 1892), approve the
specification, plan, section and estimate of the
probable expenses and provisional apportionment of
the estimated expenditure among the premises liable to
be charged therewith under the Act prepared by the
Borough Engineer and now submitted for the private
street works to be done with respect to that part of
the street known as Risborough Way lying between its
junction with Risborough Lane and a point 220 feet
on the easterly side thereof.

(3) That the Town Clerk be and is hereby
instructed to publish the foregoing resolution and to
serve copies thereof in the manner and upon the persons
‘
directed by the said Act.
(56) TRUNK ROAD A20 — KILLICK'S CORNER/HELLMROAD - LINK ROAD
Further to minute 122 of the proceedings of this
Committee of 15th April, 1965 and minute 23 of the.
the Borough Engineer
for the construction
Corner to Hill Road,
consideration of the

of the 15th June,

1967,

stated that he had invited tenders
of a link road from Killick's
and submitted 5 tenders for the
Committee.

RESOLVED — That subject to the approval of the
Ministry of Transport (who will bear the whole cost

of the work), the tender of Messrs. Nalker Bros. (C.E.)
Limited, the lowest received, amounting to £lOb,h39.1ls.ud.
‘

be accepted,

(57) Eéﬁﬂﬂ.M912MENEL$QL§¥£E¥§EE§
/

Further to minute 2 of the proceedings of the

\s

Highways Executive Sub-Committee of the 5th July, 1967,

“ 0

the Town Clerk submitted a report by Sir William Halcrow
and Partners, previously Circulated to members ci_this
Committee, of the result of their investigations
concerning the recent earth movement at Sandgate in the
vicinity of the western end of Sandgate High Street and
Sandgate Esplanade.

The conclusion reached by the consulting engineers
was that some improvement could be achieved by the
construction of a drainage scheme.

They recommended'

that two test borings be made at an estimated cost of
£1,000 to determine the main sources of water and water
pressure;

if,

as a result

of this

investigation,

it

was decided that a remedial drainage scheme would
provide a measurable

Lg.

a

.

V -

‘

proceedings of this Committee

.

improvement of the existing

£10,000.
conditions these works would cost approximately

The Borough Engineer stated that in reply to his
n of
letter to the consultants asking for clarificatio
inter
,
stated
had
they
'certain matters in the report
22 Encombe
alia, that in their opinion plots 20, 21 and
the
ed
provid
ng
would not be unsuitable for buildi
ed.
observ
were
report
their
in
ated
enumer
precautions

,

23$.

Highways Committee - 9th November, 1967
After a full discussion on the implications of the
report it was
v
RESOLVED —
(1) That arrangements
be made to inform the developers

of the Encombe Estate and owners 5? property IlEer to Be
affected by the earth movemen s, o
e cone usions reae ed
By the Consultant as a result of their insztigation.

(2) That the matter be discussed with the Ministry of
Housing and Local Government.

(3) That the information contained in the consultants'
report be made available to persons interested in

e area.

(58) FORELAND AVENUE — YARD AND PREMI_SES — LETTING
The Borough Engineer submitted a request from the
.Folkestene Timber and Haulage Company for permission to use
part of the yard and premises at Foreland Avenue for the
storage of bricks, timber etc.
1

RESOLVED — That the request be not granted.~
(59) SEWER LINING — TRAM ROAD
The Borough Engineer reported on work being carried out
to the Canterbury Road sewer and showed photographs of the
sewer lining before, during and after completion of the
works.
He stated that a similar repair was required to.
'2,000 feet of sewer in Morrison Road and Tram Road.
The
estimated cost was £10,000.
.
RESOLVED ~

(1) That selected firms be invited to tender for the
above work and that, in this connection, the Council be
recommended to except the contract for this work from the
provisions of Standing Order No. 2 with regard to contracts
in so far as it relates

to the invitation to .tender by

public advertisement_.

(2) That this matter be referred to the Finance
Committee in accordance with Standing Order No. AS.

(60) SHORNCLIFFE ROAD/BEACHBQROUGH ROAD JUNCTION
The Borough Engineer submitted a proposal for improving .
the junction of Shorncliffe Road and Beachborough Road by
removing the centre island and forming a T junction.
The
section of Shorncliffe Road east of the junction and
Beachborough Road would then be the primary road and the
'
section of Shorncliffe Road west of the junction the
subsidiary road.

He

stated that,

as

this was a Class III

County road, approval was required from the Kent County
Council, who if they approved the scheme, would bear the
majority of the cost,

estimated to be £800.

RESOLVED — That the scheme be passed to the Kent county
Council

for their consideration.

(e1) CQAs_T RRQ ECTION AT SANDGATE “
The Borough Encincerreported that on the hth November,
1967, damage necessitating immediate repair had been caused
by rough seas to a 30 feet section of sea wall at Sandgate

Together with the Chairman he had
near Niartello Terrace.
inspected the damage and given instructions to a contractor
to carry out repairs on a day work basis. Work would be

.
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Decemberz 1968

Engineers and Geologists have in the past mentioned various
possible mechanisms which alone or in combination might be respon—

sible for earth movements at Sandgate.

(l) The "Paste in the Sandwich" theory in which one particular
strata becomes fluid under certain conditions and-subject to the
laws of Hydraulics. This stratum under pressure from the ground
above is squeezed out and escapes through a fault in theses bed
to be carried away by the sea.
interesting to knom

In this connection it would be

3e source of a pronounced sharp-edged brown

streak in the sea close to the shore which may sometimes be seen.

It could be due to disturbance of sand on the sea bed by the tide,
to muddy effluent from the Military Canal at Hythe or to the

extrusion referred to above. Again, in placesthe ground of Encombe
when patted with the foot exhibits the characteristics of a quick—
sand. This mechanism might be expected to show a relationship
between earth movement and tides.

The attached graphs with tables of data extracted therefrom
and Summary Analysis suggest that such a connection does in fact
exist. 20 out of 25 incidents occurred on or near Spring Tides,

which are of course accompanied by the lowest tides of the fort—
night. In the case of the two main moves of the 1893 slip and
probably also in the case of the October 1966 movement, the
actual slips took place near low water. The graphs also show
that ll out of 25 incidents took place during dry weather which
might suggest that tides are a more important factor in movements
than rainfall. The difficulty in compiling accurate records must

however be very much kept in mind. Much of the movement needed
to break a water main may occur on one occasion and the break

itself not occur until some later minor movement proves t‘he
ast straw. But where the figures obtained from the graph are

(2)
adequate in number and heavily loaded in one direction it may
perhaps be permissible to attach some weight to the apparent
inference. In other cases curious behaviour of the graph may
at least point to useful ideas.
Other points stand out from the Summary Analysis. Of 20
incidents which occurred on or near Spring Tides, 15 were
accompanied by rain. Of 5 incidents which occurred away from
Spring Tides, 4 occurred on dry days. Of the 14 which occurred
on wet days, 15 were on or near Springs. The figures for "Rainfall

since same date last month" seem to follow closely the figures for
Daily Rainfall, in their relationship to the occurrence of
incidents. But there is a suggestion that in the case of the
Encombe Crack figures the two sets of figures move in opposite
directions. Incidents seem to occur mostly in the Autumn, after

the dryer Summer months. But the incidents of June and July in
bith 1967 and 1968 are curious. And the Autumn spate of movements does seem to be triggered off by heavy rain.

(2) Underground Erosion.

Whilst the drain shown on Halcrow's

Drawing No.2 to their Report of 16th April, 1959 as "connected
through drains of hew Garages"was blocked and the water flowed
over the floor of the garage and out into the yard where it

entered a crack in the ground instead of flowing under the
garage floor into a public drain, a large amount of silt was dep—
osited on the floor of the garage.(No.32). The flow of water
which deposited such a large amount was surprisingly small and
did not appear to vary. All the springs on Encombe and indeed in

the whole area of the ‘93 slip are remarkable in this way-their
flow never seems to vary, either after drought or heavy rain.

On 10th December, 1968, after ten days without rain, the
flow of water out of the spring on the face of the tip south of

Plot 20, Encombe, was measured and found to amount to 2 gallons
in 5mins.38 seconds, or 795 gallons per day. A sample two gallons
taken in a clean cantainer from a point about 4 ft below the
spring (which has out no channel in the face of the tip) was

(5)
allowed to settle for 24 hrs,

syphoned off and the sediment collec—

0.468
ted,

dried and weighed. The weight was found to be / 02s., which

1.89
tons

amounts to /
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On the same day the rate of flow into the pipe {Zading frog
the foot of the Encombe Water Garden into the New Garages was

measured and found to be 2 gallons in 1min 47 seconds, or 1615
gallons per day. It is understood that water used to come out of
the wall along the foot of the slope bounding the northern edge of

the Water Garden in 23;; places. same of these new doubtless lie
under tipped material and will though not visible contribute
towards the difference between the two flow rates quoted. The

area at the foot of the Water Garden is wet, with pools of water,
and it may perhaps be assumed that owing to soakage not all of the
water coming down enters the pipe.

The Latham Drain of 1893-94 discharged into the sea through
five outfalls. The total discharge from all five amounted to

56000 gallons per day. The average per outfall would therefore be
7200 gallons per day. The present flow through the New Garages
drain equals between a quarter and a fifth of this figure and some

4%% of the total discharge from all five outfalls of the 1895
drain. The area of the slip in 1895 amounted according to Latham
to "not more than 28 acres" and extended from Wilberforce Road

to roughly Helena House, a distance of some 2600 ft or about
half a mile. Bearing in mind that substantial flows of ground

/

water are entering the Encombe modern storm water drain outside
the Encombe entrance above No.19 and via the drains laid under
the new house on Plot 21 it begins to seem likely that the known
low of water in this area roughly equals that which must have

flowed through Latham's "Manhole E". With such a large catchment area the balance of the 56000 gallons does not seem an

unduly large figure for the rest of the area which lies to the
west. The results of the bore holes may show whether there is
also deep seated erposion, not now visible and not known to
Latham.
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T'he Sandgate Board of Health took the necessary remedial
measures in tneir official capacity and aid for then out

of public money.

(2/8 2/9. 3/7. )( 2/o.2/15.)

Sandgate Local Board,

Sandgate U D. 0.

Corporation neglected the drain.

nd

(4/2. 4/6. 6/4.?

Before development coznme1ced in 1963 Folkestone Corporation

accepted an ur:.suitaole engineers report. (7/12. 8/1. 8/4. )
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18.
HIGHVAYS AND WATCH COMNHTTEE
Borough of Folkestone)
in the
)
County of Kent
)

At a meeting of the Highways and Watch Committee held
at the Civic Centre on Monday, 15th July, 1968, at
4 o'clock in the afternoon.

£§E§§§£z~ Councillor Lamb in the Chair, the Mayor, Aldermen Hamer,
Harris and Moody, Councillors Barnes and Ellender.

(31) EARTH movrrlujwr 151‘ SANDGA’I‘B
The Town Clerk submitted his report following the meeting with
representatives of the Sandgate Society and owners of property in the
Encombe area held on 8th July, 1968, in accordance with minute 8 of the
proceedings of this Committee of the 18th June, 1968.

The report referred to the history of earth movement in the
Sandgate area, including the laying of a land drain in land north of
Sandgate High Street and the Esplanade, following the 1893 landslip.
There were no means of knowing whether this drain, which was linked
by five lateral drains running to the beach, had been maintained, but
it was probable that, due to land movement, the drain was not
continuous in its entire length.

Although the Council had no powers to maintain and repair land
drains on private property, they had regularly inspected the manholes
in the lateral drains to see that surface waterwanrunning.

Since 1893, there had been a number of minor slips in the area
and for several years, Sir William Halcrow & Partners, Consulting

Engineers and soil experts, had advised the owners on remedial measures.
In recent years, houses and bungalows had been erected on the

Encombe site, following advice which the developers had received from
the Engineering Consultants and which had been submitted to the Council.
Having regard to the report, the Town Planning Committee had no reason

to refuse planning permission for the deve10pment.
About a year ago, there had been a slip on the Encombe site.
Although the Borough Council had no legal liability for any damage, they
had considered that, as a resgonsible authority, they ought to seek the

advice of Messrs. Halcrows in the matter. (This decision had been
taken by the HighWays Executive Sub—Committee in July, 1967).
Messrs. Halcrowsv report was received in October, 1967, and suggested
that it would probably be necessary to carry out a drainage scheme
for the purpose of removing the pressure of water in the disturbed
area at Encombe.

The consultants suggested that, in order to design

a suitable drainage scheme, it would be desirable first to carry out a
limited soil investigation in the area by putting down two borings in the
Encombe area.
The estimated cost of the borings would amount to
approximately £1,000.
If, as a result of the investigation, it was
concluded that the drainage scheme was necessary, then these remedial
works would cost approximately £10,000.
The Borough Council had very limited land drainage powers and had
no power to carry out the suggested land drainage scheme.
It

appeared, however, to the Town Clerk that, under section 30 of the Land
Drainage Act, 1961, the Kent County Council or the Kent River Authority
might have power to carry out such a scheme.
Following lengthy
correspondence with the Kent County Council, the Kent River Authority,
the Ministry of Housing and Local Government and the Ministry of
Agriculture, Fisheries and Food, it appeared that such a scheme might

be made by the River Authority and considered by the latter Ministry.
Consultations had accordingly taken place with the Clerk and Engineer
to the Kent River Authority.
If such a scheme were made, it would

have to be confirmed by the Ministry of Agriculture, Fisheries and
Food and it would (inter alia) require the OWners of the lands
benefitted by such scheme to contribute to the cost of the works and

19.
Highways and Watch Committee - 15th July, 1968.
their subsequent maintenance.

There were rights to object to the

scheme and the Minister had power to hold a Public Inquiry.
An important point made by the Ministry of Agriculture was that

they were very doubtful whether the cost of the exploratory borings
could be included as part of the expenses of any drainage works.
Members of the Kent River Authority had considered the matter
and were of opinion that further consideration could not be given
until the investigations proposed by Messrs. Halcrows had been undertaken.
The Committee, at their meeting on the 18th June last, had been
anxious that the whole of the facts should be put before the representatives
of the Sandgate Society and the owners in the area.
The meeting held on
the 8th July had been well attended and there had been a full and frank

discussion of all points of view.

The point was forcefully made by

representatives of the Sandgate Society and the owners that, until the

exploratory borings had been carried out, it would not be possible
to say Whether or not a drainage scheme would be necessary and if so, what

the cost would be.

They therefore felt that the borings should be

carried out as early as posSible and they asked that the Council should

bear the cost of these borings estimated by Messrs. Halcrows at £1,000.
The Mayor, who had presided over the meeting, with Alderman-Hamer,
Councillors Lamb, Bushell, Cook and Barnes, agreed to recommend to the

Council that the Council should bear the cost of these exploratory
borings, so that Messrs. Halcrows could then report on the necessity for
any drainage improvement works and their extent.
It had also been
agreed that, should the Council approve the proposal, a further meeting
of the Sandgate Society and owuers would be called to consider the

Consultants' report on the result of the site investigations.
Members of the Finance Committee were present at the discussions

which took place on the report.

There was a strong feeling that,

if the proposal were approved, and the report of Messrs. Halcrows
recommended a drainage scheme, it was vital for the Council to
encourage the appropriate body to make such a scheme in the interests

of improving the stability of the land in the area.
RESOLVED —
(1)

That a limited soil investigation in the Encombe

area by putting dOWn two borings as recommended by Sir William
Halcrow & Partners be carried out under their supervision at the
expense of the Council and that they be requested to report to the

Council on any drainage improvement works which they consider are
necessary to improve the stability of the land in the Encombe area.

(2)

That‘the Town Clerk be authorised to take all

steps necessary in the matter.

(3) That the matter be referred to the Finance and
Establishment Committee under Standing Order 45.
(32) INSHORE AESCEELJ¥QEE
The ﬁbrough Engineer reported that the engine of the inshore
rescue boat had been immersed recently during a rescue operation
and required replacement.
The service was being maintained in
part with a hired vessel at £2 per day which was too small to be
entirely satisfactory for the purpose.
A new engine for the rescue
boat would cost about £450.
RESOLVED - That, in the absence of an alternative, the service
be maintained as effectively as possible with the hired boat for the

remainder of the season and that the provision of a new engine be
considered at a later meeting of this Committee.

l6.
FINANCE AND ESTABLISHMENT COMMITTEE
Borough of Folkestone) At a meeting of the Finance and Establishment

in the

g

County of Kent

Committee held on Monday, 15th July, 1968, at
the Civic Centre at h.30 o'clock in the

)

afternoon.

PRESENT:— Councillor Cook in the Chair, the Mayor,
Aldermen Brown, Franks and Hamer, Councillors Bushell,

Furneaux, Johnson, Lamb and Setterfield.

(33) EARTH MOVEMENT AT SANDGATE
The Town Clerk submitted minute No.31 of the

proceedings of today‘s meeting of the Highways and
Watch Committee for consideration.
The minute
recommended that Sir William Halcrow and Partners be
requested to carry out a limited soil investigation by

means of two borings in the Encombe area and to report
their findings and recommendations.
The borings would
involve the Council in the eXpenditure of approximately

£1,000.
RESOLVED ~ That the recommendations of the Highways
and Watch Committee be approved,that the necessary

expenditure be incurred in accordance with Section 6 of

the Local Government (Financial Provisions) Act 1963,
and that a supplementary estimate in the sum of £1,000
be approved.

(3h) LQAK
RESOLVED - That application be made to the Minister
of Housing and Local Government for consent to borrow

the sum of £3,000, being on account of the Council's
proposed contribution towards the

cost of the Folkestone

and District Sports Centre and required to meet
professional fees to be incurred in connection with the
preparation of working drawings, specification and bills
of quantities etc.

M2,
135.

liIGHWAYS AND WATCH OOHMITTEE

Borough of Folkestone)
in the
)
County of Kent,
)

At a meeting of the Highways and Watch
Committee
held at the Civic Centre on Tuesday, 30th
December,
1969 at 7 oiclock in the afternoon.

EE§§§31:~ Alderman Hamer in the
Chair, the Mayor, Alderman Moody
,
Councillors Barnes, Hollis, Morgan,
(Hrs.), Moore, ReadermMoore and
Revel

l.

1111912322
The minutes of the proceedings of the
meeting of this Committee of

the 18th November,

1969 were now submitted and signed.

DECISIONS OF MAYOR, CHAIRMAN AND
VICEMCHAIRMAN
The Town Clerk submitted decisions
made by the Mayor, Chairman and
VicemChairman of 18th November, 21st
November and 15th December, 1969,
details of which are printed in the
appendix to these proceedings.

(These decisions are printed for informat
ion only as the Mayor, Chairman
and Vice-Chairman have been authorised
by the COuncil to deal with the
matters reported).
158 SANDGATE HIGH STREET

.

The Town Clerk referred to minute 1(a)
of the proceedings of the
Health and Housi
ng Executive Committee of the 5th
July,

1968 and
reminded the Committee that because of
danger to the family, the Council
had provided alternative accommodation
for the owner occupier, his wife
and four children.
The Borough Engineer and the Chief
Public Health Inspector reported
that dry rot was now rampant in the
timbers of the property and was

affecting the timbers of No. 160 Sandgate
High Street and the

Borough
Engineer confirmed that the property
was now in such a condition as to
be dangerous.
RESOLVED m
(1) That it appears

to the Folkestone Borough Council
as the
local authority that the building No°
158 Sandgate High Street is in such
a condition as
to be dangerous.

(2) That application be made to the Justi
ces for an Order under
Section 58(1) of the Public Health
Act, 1936 as amended by the Public
Health

Act,

1961 requiring the owner to execu
te such work as

may be necessary to
obviate the danger within a period of
twentymeight days or if he so elects,

to demolish the building within
a like period and remove any rubbi
sh

resulting from the demolition.

(3) That in the event of the
said Order being made by the
Justices,
a notice be served upon the
owner as the person undertak
ing the demolition
of the building

under Section 29(5) of the Publ
ic Health Act, 1961
requiring him to take the foll
owing action:»

(a) to shore up adjacent building
s
(b) to weatherproof any surfaces
of any sdjacent buildings
whic
(c)

h are exposed by the demoliti
on
to remove material or rubbish
resulting from the demolim
tion

and clearance of the site
(d) to disconnect and seal, any
such points as the Surveyor
to the

Council may reasonably requ
ire, any sewer, drain
or water pipe in or under
the building to be demolish
ed
(e) to make good, to the sati

sfaction of the local authorit
y,
the surface of the ground disturbe
d by anything donc
under paragraph (d) above.
'

136.
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(4) That if the owner fails to comply with an Order of
the Justices made as a consequence of the application under
the

preceding resolution (2) requiring him to demolish the buildin
g
within the time therein specified and with the notice
served on
him in accordance with the preceding resolution (3),
the Council

shall execute the Order by the demolition of the building and
shall execute the works of shoring up, weatherproofing,
removal
of materials, rubbish, disconnecting and sealing of drains
and
making good,

as required by the notice served under Section 29

of the Public Health Act, 1961 in accordance with the
provisions
of Section 290 of the Public Health Act, 1936 and shall recover
the expenses necessarily incurred by them in so doing from
the
said owner.
(81)

WEIGHTS AND MEASURES ACT, SHOPS ACT ETC.
m CHIEF INSPECTOR'S PERIODICAL
REPORT
The Chief Inspector of Weights and Measur
es submittcd his

report, previously circulated to members of this
Committee, of
duties undertaken during the period lst~30th Novem
ber, 1969.

RESOLVED a That the report of the Chief Inspe
ctor of Weights
and Measures be received.
(82)

ROAD AGREEMENTS _ SECTION 40, HIGHWAYS
ACT,

1959

(a) Culmde«Sac East of Park Farm Road
The Town Clerk submitted letter dated 9th
December,

1969 from

iessrs. Smith~Woolley & Perry, Agents for the Earl
of Radnor,
requesting an extension of twelve months to the
time limit embodied in
the Section 40, Highways Act, 1959 Agreement
in respect of the
cul~de~sac on the eastern side of Park
Farm Road.

RESOLVED a That the request be grant
ed.

(b) Castle Bay, Alder Road) Enbrook Valley Stage
V
The Town Clerk reported that the Devel
opers of estates
at Castle Bay, Alder Road and Stage V
Enbrook Valley had

requested that agreements in accordance with
Section 40, Highways
Act,

1959 be entered into in respect of the roads
serving these

estates. Because of the time factor involved,
the Chairman had
given authority to enter into these agreements
.
RESOLVED « That the Chairman's actio
n be approved.

(c) Relegation of Authority
The Town Clerk requested that consideretion
be given to
the delegation of authority to the hhyor, Chair
man and Vice—
Chairman in respect of road agreements
.
RESOLVED m That the Mayor, Chairman and
Vice~Chairman be
empowered to authorir
agreements to be entered into under

Section 40 of the Hi). ‘ys Act, 1959 in respe
ct of roads within
the Borough _

(83)
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Axleiients

Sir William Halcrow & Partners

Consulting Engineers.
Stanhope House,

M7, Park Lane,
Westminster,
London. W.1.

9th October, 1967.
Our Ref. AMMW/BB
H.W. Castle Esq., 0.B.E., M.I.Mun.E.,
Borough Engineer & Surveyor,
Borough of Folkestone,
The Civic Centre,
Folkestone,
Kent.
Dear Sir,
Encombe Estate Development,

Sandgate.

We refer to your letter dated 10th July, 1967 requesting our
opinion of the ground movements in the Sandgate area with particular
reference to the Encombe Estate Development, and to your letter dated

15th August requesting our views on the Developer's surface water
drainage proposals for the Estate Plots nos. 20 to 22.
'

As reported to you during the discussions held in your office on

26th September we inspected the site on 10th July and 26th September
and we now wish to submit our preliminary report on the matters you
have asked us to investigate.

GEOLOGY OF THE AREA.
As you know, we were retained by the Abbey National Building
Society some years ago to advise on the ground movements affecting
Encombe House and our Conclusions and recommendations are given in our

report dated 16th April, 1959, to the Society.
As explained in that report the geological succession at the site
comprises the following series:

(1)

Folkestone Beds. - sane and blocky sandstone forming the “a“

cliff face at.the rear of Encombe House.

(2)

Sandgate Beds.

This stratum rests on;

— Alternating discontinuous bands of clayey

sand and clay.
The Encombe House terrace is beleived to represent the
upper horizon of these beds, which overly;

(3)

Hythe Beds.

- Alternate bands of limestone and clayey

Sand.
There is no exposure of this series at the site except on the
foreshore where these beds outcrOp as a result of diSplacements
caused by old landslides; the upper horizon of the stratum is believed
to lie at a level of approximately 20_ft.

O.D.

Continued/........

(h)
Atherfield Clay, underlying the Hythebeds, comprise bands
of clay and silty sand with an upper horizon at approximately 25ft. O.D.
These beds are subdivisions of the Lower Greensand series;

the strata dip at a slope of l in/ 155 in/ a north easterly
direction.

However,

it is thought that faults along this section

of the coast have caused discontinuities in the alignment of the strata
The beds are covered to a large extent by overburden and in the
absence of borehole information, the exact positions and depths of
the strata are not known.
The Water Table.
It is evident that the Folkestone beds lying above Encombe House
are waterbearing; the phreatic level is believed to be affected
significantly by the intensity of rainfall.
It is likely that the underlying Sandgate Beds and also the

Hythe Beds (to a greater extent) are also waterbearing, but in the
absence of borings it is not known if the water is under artesian
head“
We have consulted the Institute of Geological Sciences on
this point and they are, at present, examining their records of the
area for evidence of deep lying aquifers under artesian pressure.
It is believed that the Atherfield clay is relatively

impermeable.
HISTORY OF GROUND MOVEMNETS IN THE SANDGATE AREA.
The Sandgate area has been subject to erosion and landslides
for many centuries;

the area has been relatively stable in recent

times probably as a consequence of the protection provided, to the
toe of the zone of sliding, by the sea defence works.

The last major movement occurred in 1893 when an extensive
landslide caused a halfnmile length of the undercliff to move
7 to 10ft. vertically downwards and the ground at the toe of the slide
was forced h—ft. upwards through the seabed slightly below the

Low Spring Tide Mark.
The approximate boundary line of this major shearing movement
is shown on the drawing accompanying this report.
A more detailed
account of this collapse and the subsequent ground movements is given

in our report dated 16th April, 1959, a copy of which we believe
you have.

In 1948, slip plane cracks appeared in PrOSpect Road and were,
at that time, thought to be associated with a washout of the seawall.
A minor slip of the undercliff occurred in 1950 and a year later
Encombe House developed an extensive series of cracks and the pergola

and secret staircase on the west side of the house collapsed.
Following minor ground movements in 195M which caused the fracture
of a sewer, a substantial cliff fall behind the annexe to the house
occurred in 1958.
The remedial measures which were taken at that
time on our advice appear to have proved satisfactory.
In our Report dated 16th April 1959 we expressed the view that
minor ground movements would continue to occur in this disturbed area
and our recent inspections of the site has provided further evidence

of continuing ground displacements.
The greatest differential movements occur at the boundary of
the 1893 slip as evidenced by the discontinuities in the level of
the Encombe House drive adjacent to plot No. 19 and the substantial
cracks in the brick walls adjoining Wilberforce Road.
At the
junction of The ESplanade and the drive to Encombe House there are
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signs of minor diaplacements to the sea wall and evidence of ground
disturbance in the Coastguard Cottages at the foot of Wilberforce
Road.
Several of the relatively new garages in Wilberforce Road are
in a very poor condition caused by the undermining of the foundations,

which hasbaused their failure; in some cases the walls are in danger
of collapse and appear to owe their present stability to the support
provided by the roof purlins.

Uncontrolled ground water drainage in

this area appears to have caused or contributed to this serious
deterioration.

Sand—laden ground water has cauSed the deposition

of a notable quantity of saturated sand in the upper row of garages.
(The extent of the damage caused to these garages would probably
have been considerably reduced if reinforced concrete foundations

had been provided).
We have written to the Director of the Ordnance Survey and
requested that he makes available to us data recording the recent
movement of the several bench Marks in the Sandgate area.
Causes ofppresentpground movements.
The present ground movements appear to be mainly due to a
continuation of the naturally slow settling down of the ground
disturbed by the major slip in 1893.
In addition to the main plane
of sliding, whose position at the round surface is shown on the

attached plan, numerous secondary planes of shearing movements are
likely to have occurred within the soil mass which moved.
Open
cracks may be present in cohesive soild and sandy materials would
have tended to bulk, that is, the soil mass would have increased in

volume and would therefore be susceptible to gradual self compaction
under its own weight aided or aggravated by the percolation of
ground water.

The ground disturbance would also have resulted in a reduction
of the support given to the undisturbed soil behind the landslide
and this undisturbed ground would therefore tend to relax gradually
causing relatively minor settlement of the ground above.
The above hypothesis might explain why the major relative

movements occur in the disturbed area adjoining the plane of sliding
at the back of the slipped zone, as here the depth of disturbed
ground is greatest.
In an area susceptible to natural ground movements earthworks
require careful planning to avoid disrupting the equilibrium of the
ground and its drainage.
At this stage it is not possible to state
definitely whether the damage caused to the surface water drainage
system and the recent ground movements north of the new garages were

a consequence of the DevelOper Operations or the result of natural
agencies.

The effect of ground water is imports“ as it is believed to
accelerate or aggravate the process described above. As far as it is

possible to assess the mechanism from a walk over inepection of the
site it appears likely that the main source of water lies in the
Folkestone Beds which/ the cliff/ form face inland from Encombe House.
Water flowing from these beds anapercolating into the disturbed ground
at the back of the slip, giving rise to the development of high

pressure, could cause unstable conditions of the undercliff area.
Water under pressure within the underlying Sandgate and Hythe
Beds could also contribute in a similar manner to these unstable

conditions. As noted above, in the absence of borehole evidence,
we have asked the Institute of Geological Sciences for information
about the aquifers in these strata.
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Some information concerning the strength of the subsoil and the
levels of the strata is available as a result of the borings put down
by Soil Mechanics Ltd., in connection with the Castle Bay Estate
development (see attached plan).

It would not, however, be meaningful

to make use of this data in order to assess the overall stability of
the ground in the Encombe Estate, but these boreholes generally confirm
the assumed shape of the deep slip planes.
The factor of safety against sliding at the time of the 1893
landslide would have been unity and because of the kinetic componet
of the movement the overall factor of safety after the sli
ame to
rest would have been greater than unity.
Subsequent deterioration
could have caused a reduction of this factor.
If we assume, solely

for the purpose of a comparative estimate, that the undercliff area
is now in a state of incipient failure when the water table is at
ground level,

then the shear strength mobilised along the old plans

of sliding in the Atherfield clay would be approximately 600 1b/ft.
We have calculated that if the ground water table was drawn down
10-ft. below ground level then the shear strength along the old sliding

plan would be reduced from 800 lb./ft. to 700 lb./ft.

That is, the

factor of safety would be increased from unity to 1.1h.
This,
opinion, would represent a very satisfactory improvement.

in our

DRAINAGE IMPROVEMENT WORKS.
From the above remarks it will be clear that we consider ground
water to have an important effect on the movements which are taking
place at the present time.
If this isbroved to be the case, then by
controlling the ground water an improvement would logically result.
If the main source of water lies in the Sandgate and Hythe beds
it would probably be necessary to sink wells into this aquifer in
order to reduce this pressure.
It should be pointed out however, that
although a reduction in the water table in the ground below Encombe
House wouldretard the ground movements in the disturbed undercliff
area, some settlement of Encombe House would result.

If the main source of water lies in the Folkestone Qeds then the
water seeping from these cliffs could be intercepted by a garland
rubble filled drain positioned along the terrace at the foot of the
cliff and connected into the existing road drainage system.

The

connections between the interceptor drain and the road drains would
pass through the boundary between disturbed and undisturbed ground
and would therefore have to be designed to accommodate the continuing

vertical and horizontal ground movements to be expected at this
boundary.

As the level of the water table in the Folkestone Beds is
sensitive to variations in the intensity of rainfall it would probably
be necessary to supplement the interceptor drain by thrust boring into

the base of the Folkestone Beds.
The pﬂhpose of these borings would
be to draw down the level of the water table some distance behind the
cliff face to reduce the development of Springs at the foot of the
cliff during periods of high rainfall and consequently reduce the risk
of piping which leads to sand runs and cliff instability. Headings
driven into the cliff face would provide a similar improvement but
would be more costly to construct.
To be effective,

such a system would have to be installed from

Plot 23 to the west side of Encombe House.
In the eastern zone of
the unstable area the main drainage scheme may not reduce the water
levels sufficiently.
It may therefore prove to be necessary to
construct a supplementary drainage system to intercept and collect
storm water at present percolating into the garages in Wilberforce
Road.
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: Estimate of Cost of Drainage Improvement Works.
In order to design a suitable drainage scheme it would be
desirable, firstly, to carry out a limited soil investigation in

the area,
The purpose of the soil investigation would be to determine
the main sources of water and the water pressure act‘ng on the back
of the old landslide.
The borings would also provi
positive
information concerning the levels of the boundaries between the strata

and the strength of the soil.
The above information could be obtained by putting down two
bunings, one from the terrace at the foot of the cliff face which
lies behind Encombe House and the second from the terrace below

Encombe House.

The first boring would be carried into the Hythe beds

and the second shallower boring would be put down to a level below the
base of the 1893 landslide.
Piezometers would be installed in both
bnqings so that a record of the variation of the ground water levels
could be made.

We estimate that the cost of these two borings would amount to
approximately £1,000.
If,

as a result of this invetigation,

it was concluded that an

interceptor drain constructed along the foot of the cliff behind
Encombe House, supplemented by thrust boring at selected points,
would provide a measurable improvement of the existing conditions,
then these remedial works would cost approximately £10,000.
Drainage of Plots 20,

21 and 22.

We have, as requested, examined the Developer's prOposals for
the drainage of plots 20, 21 and 22.
Although, in principle, a
herring bone system of drainage should prove satisfactory, we hold
the view that an interceptor drain constructed along the foot of the
cliff behind these plots would be more practible and cost less.
This drain could be integrated with the main system of drainage

described in the paragraph above.

The herring-bone drains would

require special care in design under the house foundations.
Although we have not been asked to comment on the type of house

foundations which should be adopted in this disturbed area it will be
evident, from the remarks made above about the Wilberforce Road
Garages, that it would be judicious to make use of preperly designed
reinforced concrete rafts taking due account of the relative stiffness
of the brick superstructure,

Conclusions and Recgmmendationg.
In our opinion the ground movements in the Sandgate area are likely
to continue in the future.
some improvement could be achieved by the
construction of a drainage scheme designed to intercept and collect

the water flowing from the cliff face which passes behind Encombe House.
However, before deciding on a particular scheme, we would recommend
that a limited site investigation of the type QCU.P‘O‘d in this report
should first be carried out.
We hope th
variou: matte”
If theie are any
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Borough Council's decision.
Yours faithfully,
signed)

SIR WILJJAH HALCROW & PARTNERS.

gain
R WILLIAM HAICROW & PARTNERS
Consulting Engineers.

Stanhope House,
hT, Park Lane,
Westminster,
London. W.l,

23rd October, 10367.
N,W. Castle Esq., 0.B.E., M.I.Mun.E.,
Borough Engineer & Surveyor,
The Civil Centre,
FOLKESTONE,
Kent.
Dear Sir,

ENC OMBE ES 1mm. DEVELOPIvipwg:11sﬂpgn‘rp
Thank you for your letter dated 13th October, asking us to
clarify certain matters arising from our report dated 9th October,
on the recent ground disturbances at Encombe, Sandgate.
We should like to comment as follows.

In our opinion, when considering the stability of slopes in
natural cohesive soils, particularly in those cases where there is

evidence of ground movements and in the absence of data concerning
the soil strength parameters, the only reliable assumption that can
safely be made, is that the ground is in a state of incipient fail-

ure, that is,

the factor of safety against failure is unity.

The recent movements in Wilberforce Road and Sandgate High
Street clearly indicate that parts of the ground are in a delicate

state of equilibrium.

It is posasible therefore that the movement

0? earth from one point to another caused local changes in this state
0
equilibrium
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rise to local ground disturbances.

However, it would not now be

possible, in our opinion, to state definitely whether the earthworks
carried out by the developers did, or did not, give rise to ground
displacements,
It is possible that these works did contribute to
the ground disturbance which occurred at the Coastguard Cottages,

but this could not be satisfactorily proved or diSproved.
It could be
coincidental that the ground movements happened at the same time as
the developers' activities, but the evidence points towards a
relationship even if it cannot be proved.

The supplementary drainage system if it were found necessary
would probably be provided at the foot of the steep slope in the old
kitchen garden of the Encombe Estate.
In our opinion,

Plots 20,

21 and 22 would not be unsuitable

for building, provided the precautions enumerated in our report are
observed.
We hope that the above observations serve to clarify the
points which you have asked us to comment, but should there be any

aSpect which requires further clarification we should be pleased to
deal with it on hearing from you.

Yours faithfully,
(signed) SIR WILLIAM HALCROW & PARTNERS

COPE,
SIR WILLIAM HALCROW & PARTNERS
Consulting Engineers.

Stanhope House,

M7, Park Lane.
Westminster,
London. W.l,

30th November, 1967.

N.W. Castle Esq., O.B.E., M.I.Mun.E.,
Borough Engineer & Surveyor,
Borough of Folkestone,
The Civic Centre,
Folkestone,
Kent.
Dear Sir,

ENCOMBE ESTATE DEVELOPMENT, SANDGATE.
You will recall from our Report dated 9th October, on
the ground movements occurring at Encombe, Sandgate, that we rem
quested the Institute of Geological Sciences to make available to
us information they have concerning water levels in the various
strata underlying Sandgate.
We visited the Institute, at their request, on 21st
November, to examine the data they had kindly extracted from
their records.
The data is naturally to a large scale but
generally confirms the assumptions we have made regarding the

sources of water.
These records show that the strata generally dips in
a north easterly direction, but is complicated in the Sandgate
area by a local synclinal fold.
Although the Sandgate Beds are
relatively impermeable they are known to be water bearing in

some localities.

The Hythe Beds are pinched out to the North

East and are believed to be under submartesian pressure in the
Sandgate area.
This information confirms our View that any site investigation at Sandgate to explore the mechanism causing the ground
movements should include a deep borehole to measure the water
levels in the Hythe Beds.
Yours faithfully,

(signed)

SIR WILLIAM HALCROW & PARTNERS

